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The Har Sinai Experience as Truth of Fantastic Fiction:  

Can a Mass Revelation Be Faked?  

By Ehav Ever 
 

ההר, עשן; -, ואת קול השפר, ואתהלפידם-הקולת ואת-ראים את העם-וכל -שמות כ:יד, טו 
ידבר -ואלאתה עמנו, ונשמעה; -משה, דבר-וירא העם וינעו, ויעמדו מרחק.  טו ויאמרו, אל

  1נמות-עמנו אלהים, פן
 

Shemoth (Exodus) 20: 14,15 – And all of the people saw the voices2, the flames, the sound of the 

shofar, and the mountain, smoking; and the people feared and moved, and stood from afar. And they said, 

to Moses, you speak with us; and not that Elohim speak with us, so that we won’t die. 

 

In this article I would like to revisit the response I recently received from a colleague concerning 

the issue raised in my last article, Questions, Answers, Faith, and Truth: How a focus on the Har 

Sinai experience can resolve the rift between Jewish factions. In this article I plan on delving into the 

concern that was raised about whether or not the Israeli/Jewish claim about Matan Torah, the 

giving of the Torah at Har Sinai, could have been faked. 

 

, קלו-את השמיעך השמים-מן .מלבדו, עוד אין: האלהים הוא יהוה כי, לדעת הראת אתה

 3 האש מתוך, שמעת ודבריו, הגדולה אשו-את הראך, הארץ-ועל; ליסרך

 

(Translation) You [the people of Israel] were shown so that you would know, that Hashem he is the 

Elohim: there is no other, he is alone. From the heavens he caused you to hear his voice, to instruct you; 

and on the earth, he showed you his great fire and his words you heard, amidst the fire. 4 

 

“What could be clearer than Devarim 4:35 You have been shown to KNOW that Hashem, He 

is the Elohim, there is none beside Him. See also Rambam: Mishnah Torah – Hilcoth Yesodei 

Hatorah Ch. 8, 5 where he explains that the purpose of Sinai was to remove any possible 

                                                           
1
 Shemoth (Ex.) 20:14-15, http://mechon-mamre.org/i/t/x/x0220.htm 

2
 The explanation of this translation comes from the Zohar’s description, in Parashat Yitro – Section 2, that when 

Hashem spoke to the people of Israel at Har Sinai they actually saw the words of Hashem suspended in air with 
each letter appearing in its form written in flames or lightning. 
3
 Devarim (Deut.) 4:35, http://mechon-mamre.org/i/t/x/x0504.htm 

4
 This translation is my translation of the Hebrew based on the Aramaic translation of Onkelos and the 

commentaries of Ramban and Rashi.  
5
 English translation of the Mishnah Torah sourced by the writer can be found HERE.   

http://mechon-mamre.org/i/t/x/x0220.htm
http://mechon-mamre.org/i/t/x/x0504.htm
http://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/904992/jewish/Chapter-Eight.htm
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doubt as to the Divine source of Torah. Hence we do not have faith, but know that the 

Torah comes from Hashem and is therefore perfect and rational in every respect.” 6 

 

What are The Options? 

 

Whenever this issue is raised three possibilities are presented. 

1. Legends of our ancestors – The idea here being that various authors wrote the Torah 

ranging anywhere from between 3 to 5 source writers from different regions and 

periods. 

2. Drug induced experience – In this situation the belief is that the Israelis at Har Sinai had 

a drug induced reaction that caused them to hallucinate the entire event. 

3. Fooling the masses – Lastly, this idea posits that the people of Israel were fooled into 

accepting a story and a text, the Torah, about their ancestry that did not actually 

transpire.   

 

During the course of this paper I will show how accepting any one of these three options 

requires a leap of faith far greater than what is often criticized as religious fervor. 

 

Legends of Our Ancestors 

 

A theory that is popular in some circles is that the Torah was a type of fabrication of the later 

Israeli scholars in order to forge a fake history for their people. This idea is based on a modern 

concept that deems the Torah’s accounts to be of a legendary nature with no historical or 

scientific facts to support them. This view also assumes that the Torah purports to present a 

“religious” ethic or even a document based on the concept of religion and thus cannot be subject 

to the analysis used for what is normally considered historical events.  

This concept is based on the Documentary Theory aka the Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis which 

posits that the Torah is not a single text written by Moses but a series of documents written and 

compiled over time by later Israelites.  

In terms of the hypothesis, there is no proof that it true, which is why it is called a theory or a 

hypothesis. According to Oswald T. Allis, there were four main areas considered by these critics 

when supporting the Documentary Hypothesis:7 

1. The Variations in the Divine Names in Genesis; 

2. The Secondary Variations in Diction and Style; 

                                                           
6
 Are Mitzvos rational?, By Rabbi Reuven Mann - Dean, Masoret Institute, Mesorah.org article (The author of this 

article changed G-d to Elohim and gave the full source for the Rambam) 
7
 Allis, Oswald T. The Five Books of Moses. Phillipsburg, New Jersey: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Co., 

1949. p. 22. 

http://www.mesora.org/mitzvosrational.html
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3. The Parallel or Duplicate Accounts (Doublets); 

4. The Continuity of the Various Sources. 

One of, if not the earliest, appearances of this type of approach to the Torah was by H.B. Witter 

in the early 1700s, who asserted that there were two parallel accounts in the creation story that 

were distinguishable by the word usage in the text. 

Later, Karl H. Graf in the 1860's and Julius Wellhausen in the 1870's said that "according to the 

historical and prophetical books of the Old Testament, the priestly legislation of the middle books of the 

Pentateuch was unknown in pre-exilic time, and that this legislation must therefore be a late 

development." The letter P became associated with this view. 

Basically, these theorists arranged the “Pentateuch” authorship in the following manner: 

1. "The earliest part of the Pentateuch came from two originally independent documents, 

the Jehovist (850 BCE) and Elohist (750 BCE). 

2. From these the Jehovist compiled a narrative work (650 BCE). 

3. Deuteronomy came in Josiah's time and its author incorporated this into the Jehovist's 

work. 

4. The priestly legislation in the Elohist document was largely the work of Ezra and is 

referred to as the Priestly Document. A later editor(s) revised and edited the 

conglomeration of documents by about 200 BCE to form the extant Pentateuch we have 

today. E focuses on the Kingdom of Israel in the north and on the Shiloh priesthood, and 

has a moderately eloquent style.  

5. The Elohist has a particular fascination for traditions concerning the northern kingdom 

of Israel and its heroes such as Joshua and Joseph. E favors Israel over Judah (e.g., 

claiming that Shechem was purchased rather than massacred) and speaks negatively of 

Aaron (e.g., the story of the golden calf). Scholars suggest the Elohist source was 

composed c. 850 BCE." 8 

There have been slight modifications of this list and additional theories, but they are all 

basically of the same form used by in the Documentary Hypothesis. These concepts also spread 

to Jewish communities in Europe and influenced various elements within the Reform 

Movement, which had its origins in the conditions of European Jewry during the French 

Revolution.9 Further, according to the Movement for Reform Judaism, the Reform Movement 

holds the following view: 

“Reform Judaism holds the belief that the Torah is a human document created with 

divine inspiration. We do not believe that the Torah, the Scroll, the Five Books of 

                                                           
8
 McDowell, Josh. More Evidence That Demands a Verdict. Here's Life Publishers, Inc., 1981. p. 45. 

9
 The Origins of the Reform Movement, Jewish Virtual Library 

http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Judaism/The_Origins_of_Reform_Judaism.html
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Moses were literally dictated by God to Moses on Mount Sinai – that the Torah is 

‘inerrant’, ‘extra-historical’ or ‘other’ or any of the other more sophisticated terms that 

are now used for the same belief. The Torah contains stories and other material that 

were first told and then written down by our ancestors. It is therefore their experience of 

God – and, in that sense, Torah min haShamayim, Torah from Heaven – but not 

something that simply materialized from another reality without any human 

involvement.” 10 

Both of these theories present a number of problems that can be easily answered using a 

method which is common when performing historical analysis.11  

The Israeli/Jewish Mesorah 

In comparison, there are several views concerning the history of the written text of the Torah 

and why its composition exists in the way it does. 

1. Mesorah #1: The Torah that was and is – This view is best summed up by Ribbi 

Shimon12, Rabbi Mosheh ben Maimon’s works13, the introduction of the Ramban’s 

commentary on the Torah14, Rashi, and others. These sources state that Hashem dictated 

the entire written Torah to Mosheh, initially in pieces over a period of 40 years.15 Prior to 

Mosheh’s death, he compiled all the pieces together, either from actual written texts he 

made based on Hashem’s instructions16 or from the oral teachings he made17, and then 

transcribed 12 copies which he entrusted to the leaders of each tribe. The structure of the 

Torah was a part of Hashem’s instructions and it serves to both instruct the simple of 

Am Yisrael as well as the more complex in a language that both can understanding.18 All 

of these views agree that the Torah as we have it today is the product of the interaction 

between Hashem and Mosheh during the 40 year period from Har Sinai to the Yarden. 

2. Mesorah #2: The Torah was written by Hashem - According the late Samaritan High 

Priest Yaakob ben Aharon, circa 1913, the Torah was revealed in one roll/scroll by 

Hashem to Mosheh. It was written in the handwriting of Hashem, in characters that 

were well known, containing all the verses, divisions, commands, prohibitions, 

explanations and other knowledge from the very beginning to the end. This was 

                                                           
10

 The Movement for Reform Judaism, Definition of Torah  
11

 Sample Methods Lesson Using Historic Places, National Parks Service web-site  
12

 Talmud Bavli - Menachot 30a 
13

 Mishnah Torah – Introduction 1-2 
14

 Ramban, preface to his Torah commentary 
15

 Matan Torah According to Rashi, Prepared by Rabbi G. Rubin, Ohr Torah web-site 
16

 Meshekh Hokhmah, Exodus 20:2 
17

 Hiddushei haRashba on Gittin 60a 
18

 Moreh HaNevuchim 1:26, 29, 33, 47; Mishnah Torah – Hilchoth Yesodey Torah 1:9 

,%20http:/www.reformjudaism.org.uk/a-to-z-of-reform-judaism/synagogue-life/torah.html
http://www.nps.gov/nr/twhp/Prof_Dev_Project/historicalinquirylesson.htm
http://ohr.edu/991
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according to what our most learned high priest Hasam Assoory of Tyrus had written in 

his book, known as the book of "Tabach."19  

3. Mesorah #3: Torath Moshe until Mosheh’s death – This view is best summed up by 

Ribbi Yehudah20 and some believe it may have been Ibn Ezra's belief, although he only 

cryptically wrote about it.21 It posits that everything, except for the description of 

Mosheh’s death, was transcribed by Mosheh. The events about his death were the work 

of either Yehoshua bin or the Sanhedrin. It must be noted that Ibn Ezra did not base his 

commentaries on an ancient mesorah he received, but instead his analysis of the 

language of the Torah. 

These three Mesorahs are derived from members of Israeli/Jewish communities and provide 

enough information for a person to analyze each individual claim. Their existence predating the 

documentary theory by centuries also present numerous problems for both the Documentary 

Theory and the position presented as the Reform Movement's view. 

The Torah Text 

The first problem with the Documentary Theory is that there is no hard evidence that it is true 

based on a convergence of facts. Further, most of the theory’s principles are based on analysis 

using Christian views and mindsets of their “bible,” while completely disregarding the wealth 

of Jewish knowledge about the Torah. When compared to thousands of years and volumes of 

early Jewish sages explaining the text of the Torah, its meaning and proper context, the 

Documentary Theory provides no historical evidence to denote actual names of its theoretical 

authors or exactly when the texts were officially combined the texts and spread throughout the 

Jewish world. 

Also, if the documentary theory were correct the Samaritan Torah would have Elohim in it 

more than YHWH. This is because the Samaritan version of the Torah and their culture is 

derived from the descendants of the “Northern tribes” who separated from the Kingdom of 

Yehudah (Judah) and formed the Kingdom of Yisrael. Abu l-Fath, who in the 14th century 

wrote a major work of Samaritan history, comments on Samaritan origins as follows: 

A terrible civil war broke out between Eli son of Yafni, of the line of Ithamar, and the 

sons of Pincus (Phinehas), because Eli son of Yafni resolved to usurp the High 

Priesthood from the descendants of Pincus. He used to offer sacrifices on an altar of 

stones. He was 50 years old, endowed with wealth and in charge of the treasury of the 

children of Israel... 

                                                           
19

 The Book of Eligtenment (Part II), Yaakob ben Aharon, High Priest of the Samaritans, Nablous, Pales Translated 
from the Arabic by Professor A. Ben Kori  
20

 Talmud Bavli - Menachot 30a 
21

 Ibn Ezra, Commentary on the Torah, Deuteronomy 1:1 

http://www.sacred-texts.com/jud/sam/enlight2.htm
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He offered a sacrifice on the altar, but without salt, as if he were inattentive. When the 

Great High Priest Ozzi learned of this, and found the sacrifice was not accepted, he 

thoroughly disowned him; and it is (even) said that he rebuked him. 

Thereupon he and the group that sympathized with him, rose in revolt and at once he 

and his followers and his beasts set off for Shiloh. Thus Israel split in factions. He sent to 

their leaders saying to them, ‘Anyone who would like to see wonderful things, let him 

come to me.’ Then he assembled a large group around him in Shiloh, and built a Temple 

for himself there; he constructed a place like the Temple (on Mount Gerizim). He built 

an altar, omitting no detail—it all corresponded to the original, piece by piece. 

At this time the Children of Israel split into three factions. A loyal faction on Mount 

Gerizim; a heretical faction that followed false gods; and the faction that followed Eli son 

of Yafni on Shiloh. 22 

The Samaritans living in Holon and Shechem say they are direct descendants of the Northern 

Israelite tribes of Ephraim, Manasseh, and Levi, who survived the destruction of the Northern 

Kingdom of Israel by the Assyrians in 722 BC. The inscription of Sargon II records the 

deportation of a relatively small proportion of the Israelites from Samaria (27,290, according to 

the annals), 23 to which the Samaritans claim their ancestors were allowed to remain upon 

paying a high tax to the Assyrian government.  

 

Fig. 1 - Samaritan man in Shechem displaying the famed Abisha Scroll24 

                                                           
22

 The Keepers, An Introduction to the History and Culture of the Samaritans, by Robert T. Anderson and Terry Giles, 
Hendrickson Publishing, 2002, pages 11-12 
23

 Sg II Nimrud Prism IV:25-41 
24

 Samaritans claim that the Abisha Scroll of their Torah is more than 3,000 years old due to a footnote of the 
scribe who wrote it being the great-grandson Aharon HaKohen. Most scholars place this particular scroll at the 12

th
 

to 13
th

 century. 
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Demographic investigations of the Samaritan community were carried out in the 1960s. 

Detailed pedigrees of the last 13 generations show that the Samaritans comprise four lineages: 

 The Tsedakah lineage, claiming descent from the tribe of Manasseh 

 The Joshua-Marhiv lineage, claiming descent from the tribe of Ephraim 

 The Danfi lineage, claiming descent from the tribe of Ephraim 

 The priestly Cohen lineage from the tribe of Levi. 

According to the Documentary Theory Northern Israel used Elohim in their texts as compared 

to the tribes of Yehudah (Judah) who used YHWH in their texts. Yet, the Samaritan Torah uses 

YHWH in places where the Documentary Theory claims Eluwwem (this is the Samaritan 

pronunciation of Elohim) would have been used, and even in places where Elohim is found in 

the Jewish Torah text. 

 

Fig. 2 – Section of the Samaritan Torah with YHWH prominently instead of Elohim 

Similar to Jews, the Samaritans claim that Moses wrote the Torah in its entirety and then made 

12 copies that he entrusted to the leaders of each of the tribes. The first Torah scroll he wrote 

was entrusted to the Kohanim and Levites who made copies for any who required it. In both 

the Jewish and Samaritan histories, copies of the Torah were made early enough for those who 

remembered the events mentioned in the text.25 

Next, I will focus on the Middle Eastern Jewish Torah texts, with a special focus on the Jews of 

Yemen and Habban. One legend suggests that King Solomon sent Jewish merchant marines to 

Yemen to prospect for gold and silver with which to adorn the Temple in Jerusalem.26 A similar 

account is given by Habbani Jews which states that three divisions of Israelite soldiers being 

                                                           
25

 Midrash Devarim Rabba 9:4;  
26

 Jewish Communities in Exotic Places," by Ken Blady, Jason Aronson Inc., 2000, pages 7 
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sent by either King David or King Solomon.27 In 1881, the French vice consulate in Yemen wrote 

to the leaders of the Alliance in France, that he read a book by the Arab historian Abu-Alfada, 

which stated that the Jews of Yemen settled in the area in 1451 BCE.28  

The Sanaite Yemenite Jews have a legend that their ancestors settled in Yemen forty-two years 

before the destruction of the First Temple. It is said that under the prophet Jeremiah some 

75,000 Jews, including priests and Levites, traveled to Yemen.29 Another legend states that when 

Ezra commanded the Jews to return to Jerusalem they disobeyed, whereupon he pronounced a 

ban upon them. According to this legend, as a punishment for this hasty action Ezra was denied 

burial in Israel. 

 

Fig. 3 A 200 year old Yemenite Jewish Torah Scroll copied by a Sofer of the Sharabi Family 

The Jews of certain areas of southern Yemen have a legend that they are the descendants of 

Judeans who settled in the area before the destruction of the Second Temple. According to 

tradition, those Judeans belonged to a brigade dispatched by King Herod to assist the Roman 

                                                           
27

 Ma`atuf, Sa`adia bin Yitzkhaq, Habbani Jewry of Hatzarmavet in the Last Generations, published by the Ma`atuf 
family under the auspices of the local municipality of Bareqeth and greater municipality of Ben Shemen, 1987, 
223pp., page 8. 
28

 Economic and Modern Education in Yemen (Education in Yemen in the Background of Political, Economic and 
Social Processes and Events, by Dr. Yosef Zuriely, Imud and Hadafasah, Jerusalem, 2005, page 2 
29

 A Journey to Yemen and Its Jews," by Shalom Seri and Naftali Ben-David, Eeleh BeTamar publishing, 1991, page 
43 
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legions fighting in the region (see Aelius Gallus).30 Local Yemenite accounts place the 

establishment of a substantial Jewish presence in Southern Yemen after the Himyar tribe 

accepted Judaism, approximately 100 C.E.  

According to Habbani Jewish sources Jewish migrants, traveling south from Saudi Arabia, first 

settled in an area known as "Ilmarkh" (אלמרך) near a mountain known as Ishav (אשב) which is 

10 km east from the city of Habban. The area, once known as Mount "Da'ah" ( דעה הר ), was said 

to have once been the seat of a Jewish ruler ship that may have also been connected to the 

Himyar tribe.31 Various inscriptions in Musnad script in the second century CE referring to 

constructions of synagogues approved by Himyarite Kings.32 

 

Fig. 4 Habbani Jews of Southern Yemen displaying their Torah text 

In the Yemenite tradition of orthography, there are fourteen differences found in the Torah 

scroll as compared to traditions of writing found amongst Jewish communities in Europe. The 

Yemenite practice follows that tradition bequeathed by Aaron Ben-Asher in his "Aleppo Codex" 

of the Torah.33 

                                                           
30

 Jewish Communities in Exotic Places," by Ken Blady, Jason Aronson Inc., 2000, pages 32 
31

 Ma`atuf, Sa`adia bin Yitzkhaq, Habbani Jewry of Hatzarmavet in the Last Generations, published by the Ma`atuf 
family under the auspices of the local municipality of Bareqeth and greater municipality of Ben Shemen, 1987, 
223pp., pages 8 to 9. 
32

 Christian Robin: Himyar et Israël. In: Académie des inscriptions et belles lettres (eds): Comptes-Rendus of 
séances de l'année 2004th 148/2, page 831-901. Paris 2004 
33

 Yemenite Scroll of the Law (Torah), Chayas.com web-site 

https://www.google.co.il/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=8&ved=0CFAQFjAH&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.chayas.com%2Fgevil%2Fyemenscroll.doc&ei=TzVeUqnRA-Lp2QXayoDQDg&usg=AFQjCNEkQDnmsDvyAcRLHcaw9f1xtF0owQ&sig2=xiTVSQDVauldpWcoo1GVCw&bvm=bv.54176721,d.b2I
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“Authorities in Israel and Bavel, independently, undertook to produce one highly 

accurate text. These authorities, called the Masorites, thrived and produced such works 

between the 8th and 10th centuries. Their methodology, which was based on the system 

described by the Yerushalmi Ta'anit (above, section II), may be called the "eclectic 

process," or majority rule. Simply stated, this process involves surveying a great variety 

of Torah scrolls whereby each letter of the text is compared and contrasted. The correct 

orthography is determined based on the majority of texts, and hence errors are weeded 

out.  

 

For example, if in a survey of 200 Sifrei Torah, 198 were found to have in one particular 

place a spelling of “honour” and 2 were found to have the spelling as `honor', it may be 

assumed that the former is the correct orthography, while the latter were introduced by 

careless scribes. (Of course, the eclectic process can only be employed using older texts 

of good standing to some degree. This is evident from the fact that only the three scrolls 

found in the Temple confines were considered for the process, in the time of Ezra. After 

all, certainly hundreds of scrolls were in existence at the time.) 

 

The crowning jewel of the master texts produced in this manner was the one produced 

in Teveryah by Aharon ben Moshe ben Asher (known simply as "Ben Asher") of the late 

10th century. The Rambam extols his text as being extremely accurate and it was 

adopted by the Rambam and many others as the standard (Rambam, Hil. Sefer Torah, 

beginning of 8:4). In the Rambam's time, this Torah was known to be in Alexandria, 

Egypt. (Traditionally, the "Keter Aram Tzova," or Aleppo Codex, presently in 

Yerushalayim, is purported to be the Ben Asher manuscript. Unfortunately, only the 

Nevi'im and Ketuvim sections of this manuscript remain intact, as virtually the entire 

Torah section of the manuscript was lost to fire a few decades ago.) 

 

Today, the Teimani (Yemenite) Torah scrolls are very likely exact copies of this text. It is 

well known that the Yemenite Jews adhered firmly to the Rambam's rulings in every 

matter of Halachah. The limited size and dispersion of their community throughout the 

generations made it much easier for them to preserve their Mesorah. Indeed, there is no 

variance among Teimani scrolls today.”34 

 

                                                           
34

 The Accuracy of the Written Torah, by Rabbi Dovid Lichtman, Torah-code.org web-site 
 

http://www.torah-code.org/controversy/THE_ACCURACY_OF_OUR_WRITTEN_TORAH.pdf
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According to Rabbi Yosef Qafah, “The Jews of Yemen, both the sages and the individuals, are a 

conservative group. They would never have presumed to "correct" or "amend" a text that came into their 

hands..”35 

 

“Now I will raise your attention to this [matter], how that it is acclaimed, well-known 

and accepted - the matter being [wholly] true – that we, the exile of Judah in the land of 

Yemen, have taken it upon ourselves to rule in accordance with the halachic practices of 

Maimonides, in his Code of Jewish Law…. 

 

In spite of all this, one should know that the Yemenite Jews have not abandoned their 

old customs, or have opted to follow the practices brought down by Maimonides [even 

when they stood in contradiction to their own, for this was not the case]. Rather, the 

reason they accepted him as their Rabbi and Teacher of Righteousness was because they 

saw that his rulings were congruous to their own principles of instruction which they 

already had, and that his instructions agreed with their traditions passed down unto 

them from ancient times.”36 

 

 

Fig. 5 – The Ten Commandments from a 600 year old Yemenite Jewish Torah Scroll 

                                                           
35

 A Yemenite Perspective on Rambam, Introduction of Rabbi Yosef Kapach to his edition of Moses Maimonides’ 
Mishneh Torah, (translated by Michael J. Bohnen) 
36

 Rab Al-Fasi On Tractate Hullin" ( חולין למסכת ף"הרי   ), and the Introduction written by R. Qafih in 1960 C.E. during 
the printing of this momentous work, containing an old Commentary written by an anonymous Yemenite author 
(Original Ms. at the David Solomon Sassoon Library in Letchworth, England). Text from Chayas.com web-site. 

http://www.chayas.com/rabbi_yosef_kapa.htm
http://www.chayas.com/kapachintrocomment.doc
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Fig. 6 – A Yemenite Sofer's family tree tracing back to the patriarch Yaakov (Jacob), c. 1503 CE  

 

 

Fig. 7 – A page from the Aleppo Codex 
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Besides the Aleppo Codex37 and the Yemenite Torah scrolls recent discoveries of older complete 

texts have shed new light on the accuracy of the Torah.38 

 

Fig. 8 This is currently the oldest complete Torah scroll circa 11th to 12th century CE 39 

Further, the theories presented by both the Documentary Theory and the Reform Movement 

have major problems when Torah scrolls from the world’s oldest Jewish communities, outside 

of the land of Israel, are examined. 

The reality is that if one accepts the Documentary Theory or the Reform Movement’s position 

one would also have to factor into the equation that there should more diverse versions of the 

Torah than what currently exist. There should be Torah scrolls that have narratives not found in 

scrolls from other Jewish communities as well as alternate methods of telling the same story. 

                                                           
37

 A full history of the Aleppo Codex can be found HERE. 
38

 A Sefer Torah in the Bologna Library May Be the Oldest Known Torah Scroll, Biblical Archeology Society web-site   
39

 A Sefer Torah in the Bologna Library May Be the Oldest Known Torah Scroll, Biblical Archeology Society web-site   

http://www.aleppocodex.org/
http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/news/a-sefer-torah-in-the-bologna-library-may-be-the-oldest-known-torah-scroll/
http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/news/a-sefer-torah-in-the-bologna-library-may-be-the-oldest-known-torah-scroll/
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Such a divergence does exist between the Jewish Torah and the Samaritan, but only in three 

area types. 40 These differences are still considered by most scholars to be the same text, thus it 

can be concluded that the source material of the Torah can be found from one of the two texts.41 

  
 

Fig. 9 – Comparison between Jewish and Samaritan 10 Commandments42 

It would also make more sense for the Samaritans to not only include Har Gerizim insertions 

but also clear anti-tribe of Yehudah leanings. One would also expect pro-Levite sentiments and 

completely anti-northern tribe sentiments to have entered the Jewish text. Instead, a person who 

reads both the Jewish Torah and the Samaritan finds more similarities in the text especially 

when describing historical events such as the revelation at Har Sinai. 

Even when both texts are compared to the Dead Sea Scrolls, there is either agreement with one 

side or the other. The expected result, from the Documentary Theory would be that for each 

different Israeli group their particular sect would be reflected more directly in the text. For 

example, in certain texts instead of the tribe of Levites being leaders of the Temple service 

perhaps the tribe of Dan was the leaders. Instead of the next leader, after Moses, being 

Yehoshua bin-Nun (Joshua) from the tribe of Ephrayim, it would have been Kelev of the tribe of 

Yehudah (Judah).  

                                                           
40

 http://web.meson.org/religion/torahcompare.php  
41

 Samaritan Documents: Relating To Their History, Religion and Life, by John Bowmen, Introduction, page I and 
pages 16-17. 
42

 The arrows represent similar starts in the text. The language used is the same and the basic structure is the 
same. The main exception is in the lower set of arrows, in light blue, where the Jewish text has (זכור) and the 
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Perhaps, instead of five books in Torah, why not seven or eight? This would mean that the 

differences in text should be similar to the differences in views found in various Midrashim or 

commentaries on the Torah. One would expect these to have entered the text at a higher rate. 

 

Fig. 10 – Samaritan Torah text with their additional 10th Commandment about Mount Gerizim 

Archeology  

Even in the area of archeology we challenges to both of the theories presented early. The 

challenge in this case is in the form of extra-Torah (extra-biblical) documents found in nearby 

cultures that lend credence to the major accounts found in the Torah. One such event is the 

account of millions of Israelis leaving Egypt after the 10 Makot (plagues) that the Torah states 

preceded the crossing of the Sea of Reeds.  

 

Fig. 11 – Ipuwer Papyrus Papyrus Leiden I 344 - Dutch National Museum of Antiquities 

The sole surviving manuscript dates to the later 13th century BCE, close to the 19th dynasty in 

the New Kingdom. The Ipuwer Papyrus describes Egypt as afflicted by natural disasters and in 
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a state of upheaval where the poor had become rich and the rich poor. The kingdom had been 

overwhelmed by warfare, famine and death everywhere. Of note, is that the papyrus states that 

servants were leaving their servitude and acting rebelliously. 43 

By the writing, he dated the object to the Ptolemaic period, specifically the 30th Dynasty (380-

360 BCE), when it was probably used as a shrine. The inscriptions seem to refer to events some 

1200 years earlier (c. 1500 BCE) and appear to tell the story of the Exodus, but with a twist: this 

story is told from Pharaoh’s point of view. 

 

Fig. 12 – Full picture of the El Arish Stone 

The black granite inscription corroborates the story of the parting of the sea, as told in Shemoth 

(Ex.) 14. There is a unique hieroglyph on it: three waves and two knives. The El Arish stone is 

one of four similar shrines that were once a part of the Temple of Per-Sopdu at Saft el-Henna. 

The shrines were later disassembled and dispersed, one shrine remained on site and the other 

three placed at the major points of entry into Egypt (Canopus, Nubia and El Arish). They seem 

to have served some kind of amuletic function, protecting ancient Egypt from similar disasters. 

One line seems to be referencing Moses: he is referred to as the “Prince of the Desert” and his 

Israelite followers are called the “evil ones” or “evil-doers”.  

The Egyptian text also tells about how Pharaoh chased the Queen Mother, Tefnut, presumably 

the royal princess that once raised Moses, as she was leaving with the departing Israelites. This 

corroborates the Talmud (Sotah 12a) which states that the princess left on the Exodus, marrying 

the Israelite leader, Caleb son of Yefuneh. The stone also seems to be reporting some of the 

Biblical plagues, including prolonged darkness and a terrible tempest. Furthermore, it mentions 

a specific location next to where the sea parted. The place is called “Pekharti”. Remarkably, this 
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exact place is mentioned in Shemoth (Ex.) 14:2,9 as the location where the Israelites camped just 

prior to the parting of the sea. In the Book of Shemoth (Ex.), it is called “Pi-hahiroth”. 44 

 

Fig. 13 – Section of the El Arish stone which mentions a splitting of the Sea of Reeds 

As we can see archeology is not a finished process and is ongoing. Every year new discoveries 

are made that back up the text of the Torah and history of the people of Israel recorded in it. 

Drug Induced Experience 

When considering this option one must first take into account that the Torah records more than 

1 million people being present when the 10 Commands were given. It must also be noted that 

the revelation of the 10 Commands took place after a series of disasters that befall Egypt and 

also the Egyptian army drowning in the See of Reeds. All of these events had been witnessed by 

the entire Israeli population of that time along with the non-Israelis who left Egypt with them.  

These issues of course present numerous problems to this view. In order for this view to be 

acceptable the prior events would have to be explained as also being the result of a drug 

induced state. In fact, according to the Torah the people of Israel spent 40 years having similar 

experiences in which would also require that the same hallucinatory drug would have to 

reproduce the same results more than once. Further, one would need to have access to enough 

of the drug to distribute it to the entire population. Further, if Jewish sources as the location of 

Har Sinai are used the next question is where would such a drug have been acquired in such 

large quantities and which drug was it? How was it dispersed, when, and most of all where is 

the proof (oral or written) that such a thing even happened? 

First, before even getting into the analysis of Hallucinogenic plants or drugs, this theory can be 

ruled out as a possibility since there is no source for it and would be required to use religious 

type “faith” or “belief” in order to accept it as a possibility when it has nothing to substantiate it 

as reality. There are no records or accounts which give credence to the idea that Hallucinogenic 
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was given to the masses of the ancient Israelis at before, at, or even after their sojourn at Har 

Sinai.  

Yet for the sake of argument, let’s assume that over one million people could be simultaneously 

drugged at various intervals over a 40 year period, the question is still left open of how could 

have been done. The only way this could have been accomplished would have been to have 

large amounts of a local desert plant that provides the user the ability to hear, see, and feel 

sensations of the magnitude described in the Torah. That is lightning, fire, voices that all users 

hear making the exact same statements, the formation of letters in the air, and the ability to have 

all users come away with the same tangible experience regardless of their age, sex, or body size.  

When looking into the issue the only plant substance that comes to mind is Harmal, Peganum 

harmala, Harmala alkaloids also known as Syrian Rue found in Turkey and other parts of the 

Middle East.  45 

 

The problem here is that Peganum harmala is never once mentioned as something that was 

possessed by any of the ancient Israelis and there is no evidence of a large enough amount of it 

existing in the areas they traveled in. Further, according to the Psychology Today, Diagnosis 

Dictionary entry on Hallucinogens there is no way that millions of people can be exposed in a 

way where they have the same experience: 

“Hallucinogens are drugs that cause hallucinations—profound distortions in a person's 

perceptions of reality, including delusions and false notions. In this state, people see 

images, hear sounds and feel sensations that seem real but do not exist. 
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Hallucinogens produce rapid, intense mood swings with transitions so fast the user may 

feel several emotions simultaneously. Hallucinogens cause physiological symptoms 

such as increased heart rate and blood pressure, and may induce convulsions and 

seizures when used at high doses. The effects of hallucinogens are more unpredictable 

than those of other drugs and vary greatly from person to person. The range of effects 

depends on a variety of factors: the amount ingested; the user's personality, mood and 

expectations; if the person is alone or with others; and whether more drugs or alcohol 

are taken.” 46 (Emphasis mine)  

It is important to remember that the use of Hallucinogens do not wipe the memory of the user 

that their experience was caused by the drug or take away from the after affects mentioned 

previously. Thus, we see here a major flaw in the reasoning that the people of Israel experienced 

what they did based on some kind of drug induced stupor because we know that no 

hallucinogen known to man causes the same exact experience in all who are exposed to it. 

Fooling the Masses 

A major problem is this view is that there has never been a recorded historical event that was 

effectively faked and then used to convince millions of people that it is their history. This is 

especially the case, when the people’s existence spans thousands of years and their culture 

encourages the study of their founding mythos. 

A prime example of this is the current cultural situation of African Americans when it relates to 

pre-institutionalized slavery or even the Trans-Atlantic enslavement of West Africans. Several 

modern groups exist amongst African Americans today with each claiming to represent the 

original culture of all, or even most, of those who are considered “American Blacks.” These 

groups can categorized as: 

1) The Nation of Islam  

2) The Hebrew Israelite movements 

3) The Moor Science movements 

4) The Kemetic/Nile Valley movements 

In each of these groups there are various members, or elements, that make the claim that the 

original culture/religion of African Americans was from their particular found mythos. Thus, 

the Nation of Islam holds that prior to the Trans-Atlantic enslavement of West Africans; the 

ancestors of American Blacks were originally Asiatic Muslims. 47 The Hebrew Israelites claim 

that American blacks the ancestors of American Blacks were originally Israelites who were 
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exiled by the Romans in 70 CE. 48 The Moor Science movements state that the ancestors of 

American Blacks were originally Moorish people who held an "Asiatic Moors" or Moroccan 

type culture. 49 Lastly, the Kemetic/Nile Valley Conscious movements which claim that the 

ancestors of American Blacks were originally Egyptian or Egyptian centered peoples. 50 

It should be obvious that if these groups claim that ALL African Americans descend from their 

particular founding mythos, the other groups must in turn be completely wrong. That is to say, 

that they can’t all be right at the same time and thus there can only be one right answer. At the 

same time each of these groups stands to be potentially wrong at the same time all because the 

specific claim concerning “the source of the ancestry for ALL or MOST African Americans.”  

It must be noted that both historical records, personal family research, and DNA disproves the 

idea that any of these groups can lay claim to a “hidden” ancestry of ALL African Americans, 

since this would require that only their group’s founders had access to information other 

African Americans were not privy to.51 Even if one could assume that they did have such access, 

trying to convince the masses of African Americans would be met by resistance of not only the 

other groups but also other African Americans who have known family histories. The sheer 

number of African Americans who dispute these groups, including West Africans who never 

had a break in their history and deny the claims of these groups, lays to rest the claim that they 

speak for the majority of Black Americans.  

Even with this, within the last decade a number of debates have taken place between the 

members of these groups in order to try and prove their founding mythos over the mythos of 

the other groups. In these debates scholars or semi-scholars from each side presents pictures, 

slides, charts, and theologies that those who side with them believe prove their point. 52  

Yet, it must be noted that most African Americans do not subscribe their ancestry to any of 

these particular groups, even with the reality that a large number of African Americans do not 

know their personal ancestries. This begs the question of why none of these groups have been 

able to convince the vast majority of African Americans into accepting their particular ancestral 

mythos over the others. This example proves the point that a “mass group of people” can’t be 

fooled into accepting and ancestral mythos that is foreign to them. At some point challenges in 
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other directions or out-right deniers of such a mass group origin would appear providing 

relevant disputes to the claimants. Small groups may accept such claims, some for long periods 

of time and others for temporary periods, but the entire populace cannot be tricked into 

accepting what was never known to their ancestors. 

A Firm Basis 

In this paper I have shown how the Har Sinai event could not have been faked in the ways that 

are commonly claimed due to the mass amount of people claimed to have had the experience, 

first hand. I have shown textual, archeological, and oral testimonies concerning the content and 

composure of the text of the Torah. I have shown sources that draw into question the theories 

and hypothesis that claims the Torah was the product of later generations.53 

Using the same process that is used for researching historical events, I have presented a purely 

fact-based path in which a person can decide for themselves which side the facts actually 

support. As mentioned before, subscribing to these hypotheses when they have no ancient or 

historical evidence would require a leap of faith far greater than those proposed by any religion 

found today. 

 

 

Ehav Ever is an American born Israeli with a B.Sc. degree in Electrical Engineering. He is the author of 

numerous Wikipedia articles on Jewish historical topics, a video blogger at the YouTube Channel - The 
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IX. THE REVELATION OF THE TORAH.


 I have been asked by some concerning the noble Torah, as to the time of its revelation, and whether it was revealed all
 at once, or at different times according to the events. What Biblical explanations could be given which are of a
 convincing nature?


 Let it be known unto thee, O questioner, that the holy Torah was revealed in one roll by the supreme righteous God,
 written in the handwriting of the Almighty, in characters that are well known, containing all the verses and divisions
 and commands and prohibitions and explanations and other knowledge from the very beginning to the end. This is
 according to what our most learned high priest Hasam Assoory of Tyrus has written in his book, known as the book of
 "Tabach." They err, those among our people (whom may God diminish) claiming that the commandments of the Torah
 and its prohibitions were addressed to the apostle Moses (upon whom be peace), who wrote them down himself. Now
 their claim is wrong, from various points of view.


 Take, for instance, the question of the manna. It was given to the people on the sixteenth day of the second month of the
 first year of their departure from Egypt, and continued to be given unto them while they were in the wilderness for a
 period of forty years, both solar and lunar, until they arrived in the land of Canaan. Compare Ex. xvi. 35: "And the
 children of Israel ate the manna for forty years, until they arrived at the borders of Canaan." Consider, for instance, the
 question of sprinkling the water which he commanded to be done in the ninth day of the first month of the second year
 of their departure from Egypt. Examples of this nature can be multiplied. Thus it is plain that the apostle Moses (upon
 whom be peace) received delivered unto him all the Torah written in all perfection. Of this there are various proofs.


 


 First. God does not create anything unless he provides for its necessity and usefulness. To verify my statement
 concerning Torah, I will begin citing Ex. xxiv. 12, "Ascend unto me to the mountain, and be there: and I will give thee
 the two tablets, and the law and the commandments, which I have written down for their instruction." The words "the
 law" and "the commandments" refer to the roll of the Law, which is the Torah, without the least doubt. We can prove
 that this one referrer to is found in the same book, chapter xxxii. 32, "otherwise bolt me out from thy roll which thou
 hast written." The word Sepher, means "roll" wherever it is found, although some interpreters render it by the word
 "book."
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 Second. That the Torah was revealed and came down completely in one roll is proved by the fact that it mentions
 events before their happening. Compare, for instance, what God has said concerning the river which comes out of the
 garden and which divides into four parts. The first part surrounds the land of "Hewilah," which is Egypt. The second
 surrounds the land of the Soudan. The third is that which runs east of the land of Mosul. The fourth is the Euphrates.
 This statement was given in the beginning of creation, before the existence of either Egypt or Soudan or any other
 country. Then when God created Eve out of the rib of our father Adam (upon whom be peace), he said in Gen. xxiv. 29:
 "Therefore shall a man leave his father and mother, and cleave unto his wife." Then there were neither father nor
 mother and none but Adam and Eve, and this was the first commandment given unto the seed of Adam.


 Third. What was meant by the reference to the age of Moses, the son of Amram, in Genesis, "And his days shall be one
 hundred and twenty years"?


 Fourth. The statement concerning the daughters of Lot, wherein it was said, about the first, "And the oldest gave birth
 to a son whom she called Moab, and he is the father of Moab unto this day"; and of the second, "And the younger gave
 birth to a son whom she called Ben-Ammi, and he is the father of the children of Ammon unto this day" (Gen. xix. 37-
38). Now the saying "unto this day" is to mean that the same could be applied to the end of generations.


 Fifth. The report of God of the death of our lord Isaac (upon whom be peace) which should have been given after the
 story of out lord Joseph (upon whom be peace), for the death of Isaac took place after Joseph had passed twelve years
 in Egypt.


 Sixth. We can find proof in Gen. xxxvi. 31, where it is said: "These are the kings which reigned in Edom, before there
 reigned a king of the children of Israel." The names of the kings are there given, and the last king was Hadad. He was
 the same king concerning whom verse 14 of chapter xx. Of Numbers is given: "And Moses sent messengers from
 Kadesh to the king of Edom," who was really Hadad, in accordance with the instructions of our learned men. For in
 Lev. xxxvi. All the kings were said to have died, with the exception of the last one, whose death was not mentioned,
 and who did not die until after the children of Israel had possessed the land. Besides, everything that was mentioned in
 the first book, which was Genesis, took place before the time of Moses (upon whom be peace).


 Seventh. The question of Manna is another proof. It was sent down on the sixteenth day of the second month. The
 statement which reads, "And the children of Israel ate the manna to the end," was given at the beginning of the fortieth
 year; and if the Torah had not descended upon Moses in one single year, this statement would not have been written
 down at the end of the fortieth year.


 Eighth. God said that there should be a place of refuge for a man who has killed another man unknowingly, and that the
 refugee should remain in the place until the death of the high priest. Now this statement was written at the end of the
 fourth book, and these places were to be established after the conquest of the holy land. We find it, however, mentioned
 in the second book, which is Exodus, in the surah beginning with chapter xxi., verse 7. Read, therefore, verse 13,
 "Make therefore a place of refuge for him, that he may flee thereto." This statement was given at the beginning of the
 fortieth year, but the children of Israel had no high priest, nor had they the order of the priesthood. Similar examples
 might be cited to prove our point.


 Now, as to those who claim that the Torah was given piece by piece in accordance with the events that happened, then
 it must have descended on several prophets, beginning with our lord Adam, the father of all mankind (upon whom be
 peace), and ending with the last, who is Joshua; for the Torah closes with Moses (may peace be his portion), and the
 installment of Joshua, his successor (upon whom be peace). Now, if any one should say, "Every prophet wrote the
 happenings of his days during his lifetime, and the same was done by our lord Moses, who wrote everything in the
 Law" this supposition is liable to faults and exaggerations, and Moses could not help writing down every statement of
 the least portion of the contents of the Torah. Supposing that this is true, who, then, wrote the account of the tower of
 Babel and what happened to its builders? Surely they did not do it! Who wrote the affair of the daughters of Lot? For
 their father knew nothing of it, as we read in Gen. xix. 33-35, proving his entire innocence. Surely it could not be true
 that the daughters themselves reported it! And who might have informed us of the affair of Tamar, the daughter-in-law
 of Judah? She surely would not have reported the truth. And then, again, during the life of Moses, who was present
 with Balak and Balaam, who may be considered worthy of belief, that he might inform Moses of the same; that the
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 latter might write it down as the Torah gives it in detail, and also concerning the ass of Balaam and the language which
 he spoke? God indeed understands all languages. He knows what is visible and invisible. I suppose the speech of the
 ass was in the same language which was understood by the people of that land, namely, Hebrew.


 We know, also, that the Torah was given in one single roll by reading and understanding its contents; for, if it had been
 given in accordance with the progress of the events as they happened, it would have been written in the style of a
 history. But the style is indeed quite different. The visit of Jethro to his brother-in-law, that is, to Moses was mentioned,
 as well as the advice he gave to our lord Moses (upon whom be peace) in Ex. xviii. The account concludes with verse
 27, "And Moses sent his father-in-law, and he went to his land"; but the exact date of the departure of Jethro is given in
 Numbers, just on the day the people of Israel left Mount Sinai. Chapter x. 29 says: "And Moses said to Hobab, the son
 of Raguel, the father-in-law of Moses (for Jethro was called also Hobab), We are about to leave."


 In Exodus the erecting of the tabernacle on the first day of the first month of the second year of the departure of the
 children of Israel from Egypt was mentioned (read Ex. xvi. 33). From these we know that the tabernacle was erected
 and finished on the first month of the second year, and on the first day of the month. We know also, that whenever the
 cloud disappeared from over the tabernacle, the children of Israel would move onward, and this was the uniform
 beginning of their journeys. So much only is said, but what has been said is again affirmed in Lev. i. 1, "And Jehovah
 called out Moses, and spoke to him out of the tabernacle of the congregation, saying," etc. But after the end of the third
 book and whatever it contained of meanings and advice, Numbers, which is the fourth book, takes up the same question
 again. It begins: "And Jehovah spake unto Moses in the wilderness of Sinai, in the tabernacle of the congregation, on
 the first day of the second month of the second year after their departure from the land of Egypt, saying, Count up the
 congregation of the children of Israel," etc., which is plain enough. Therefore, it must be understood that one month
 after the erection of the tabernacle, God commanded that the children of Israel be numbered, that the census be taken of
 the tribes of the children of Israel. But nearly one fourth of the book may be read before the question of the completion
 of the erection of the tabernacle is taken up, in chapter vii. In the first verse, which reads: "And it came to pass on the
 day when Moses had fully set up the tabernacle, and had anointed it and sanctified it," etc. Now if the events should
 have been consecutively mentioned in accordance with their time order, this surah and all that follows it as far as
 chapter ix., verse 15, which reads: "And in the day of the erection of the tabernacle," etc., should either begin the book
 of Leviticus or be an end to the book of Exodus.


 Also the surah beginning with Num. vi. 22, which reads: "And Jehovah spake unto Moses, saying, Speak unto Aaron
 and unto his sons, saying, In this way ye shall bless the children of Israel, saying unto them, Jehovah bless thee, and
 keep thee," etc., should have come before the surah mentioned in Lev. ix.22, which reads: "Then Aaron lifted up his
 hands towards the people, and blessed them," etc. The command of the blessing is given in Num. vi. 22, while the
 fulfillment of it is previously mentioned in Lev. ix. 22. While the blessing takes place, the water of consecration should
 be sprinkled over the people, which was the part of Mishael and Elzaphan when they picked up Nadab and Abihu, the
 sons of Aaron, and moved them when they were dead. Thus they were defiled with the defilement of the dead person.
 Therefore God commanded that this water of consecration be instituted on their account. This was on the eighth day of
 consecration, but the preparation of the water of consecration took place on the ninth day of the first month of the
 second year of their departure from the land of Egypt, but the purification of Elzaphan and Mishael must have taken
 place only on the night of the fifteenth day of the month, which is the night of the Passover, and they could not perform
 the Passover nor eat it on account of the pollution, therefore God commanded the doing of the second Passover on their
 account. To prove this we sill state that ever since God commanded that the Passover should be performed on the night
 of the fifteenth of the first month of the second year, this has been so done. So he made plain statements in regard to the
 second Passover, in Num. ix. 6 and the following verses, during that year to be performed for the benefit of the polluted
 man, which, according to our learned doctor, were the above mentioning events without regard to their chronological
 order. Examples of this nature are many, and we do not intend to mention them, for we believe if the apostle Moses
 (upon whom be peace) had written down the events as they transpired, a due attention would have been given to
 chronological order.


 


Concerning Specific Records Made by Moses.
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 If one should ask, How could you explain Ex. xii. 14? The answer is, God commanded Moses (upon whom be peace) to
 write the memorial of the blotting out of the Amalekites, and read the same to Joshua (upon whom be peace), to
 acquaint him with it, although the learned high priest Sadakah, of blessed memory, wrote in regard to this roll, which is
 mentioned in the afore said verse, that Moses had it to remind him of events which he would copy into the Torah when
 later he compiled the complete work. This statement of the high priest will be refuted later on.


 Now the meaning of this verse is the same as that found in Ex. xxiv. 4, namely, "Moses wrote down all the words of
 God"; and verse 7 reads: "And Moses took the roll of the covenant, and read it in the hearing of the people." In the
 same manner we read Num. v. 23.


 


The Cases where Moses was in Uncertainty concerning the Divine Will.


 Now if one should say, Granting that the apostle Moses (upon whom be peace) received the whole Torah, containing all
 the events, why is it that in Lev. xxiv. 12 we find Moses somewhat undecided as to the case of the son of Shelomith
 when he blasphemed the name of Jehovah, namely, that Moses put this man in prison until Jehovah should reveal unto
 them his will? Again, in ix. 7 when he was asked, Why should we cease from offering to God sacrifices in their season?
 He answered in the following verse, "Wait until I hear what Jehovah shall command unto you." Again, when they
 found a man cutting wood on the Sabbath, and brought him before the apostle Moses, he said in Num. xv. 34: "let him
 be kept under guard until it may be known what must be done with him." And nothing was done until an answer was
 returned, as the holy Torah asserts.


 When the apostle Moses (upon whom be peace) received the roll, he placed it in his tent, as it is mentioned in Ex.
 xxxiii. 7: "And Moses removed the tent, and erected it outside of the encampment." In the beginning of the month he
 received a command from God to read the Torah, and to write a copy of it as it is written in Deut. i. 3: "In the fortieth
 year, in the eleventh month, on the first day of the month," etc. And then verse 5, "Moses had begun to copy this law."
 He used to be judge of Israel during those forty years, as we read in Ex. xviii. 16: "I judge between man and man, and
 acquaint them with the commandments of God and his laws." Whenever he met with difficulties he used to have
 recourse to God for enlightenment, lest false judgments might be rendered. For he was far above false judgments. As to
 the time when he received the roll, according to the most learned man, the relative of ours, the one of blessed memory,
 Hasam Assoory of Tyrus, in his book called "Attabakh," the roll was given to Moses at the end of his forty days' fast,
 when he received the two tablets which were later on dashed to pieces. My opinion, and I pray God for forgiveness if I
 am mistaken, is that Moses received it at the end of his second forty days' fast; for in his first fast he received the first
 two tablets; and during his second fast he received the roll of the law; and during his third forty days' fast he received
 the second two tablets. This conclusion may be reached from the wording of the law. And God possesses the best
 knowledge.


 It was for this roll that our lord Moses removed his tent outside of the encampment, and placed in it the roll, the tent
 being called the "meeting tent." Our lord Joshua was its guard, keeping it in this tent in accordance with Ex. xxxiii. 2,
 where we read: "And his servant Joshua Ben Nun did not go out of the middle of the tent." Do you not see that the
 apostle took him in his company during the first forty days' fast, as we read in Ex. xxiv. 13: "And Moses and his servant
 Joshua arose and ascended to the mountain of God," etc.? During the second forty days, Joshua remained at the base of
 the mountain, gathering his food of the manna, until the descent of Moses with the two tablets. What proves that Joshua
 remained throughout all those days at the foot of the mountain is found in EX. xxxii. 17; for, when the apostle Moses
 descended with the two tablets after his fast of forty days, we read: "And Joshua heard the voice of the people in
 shouting, and he said to Moses, There must be a war cry in the encampment." If he had been present among the people
 he would not have said this in an inquiring manner.


 During the second forty days' fast Joshua did not accompany Moses, nor did anybody else; for we read in Ex. xxxiv. 3:
 "Let no man go up with thee."


 If any one should ask why the high priest Merkah, of blessed memory, said in reference to the Decalogue, "And he
 wrote of them five writings," the meaning is, that the Decalogue includes in its explanation the whole Torah. And he
 who desires to investigate further may look up the commentary of the law written by Aben Hajar, and that of the high
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 priest Merkah, which possess full explanations as to the meaning of the various readings of the law. He declares
 likewise that the Torah descended as a whole from before the presence of God, written by the very hand of the
 Almighty, and handed down to his apostle Moses Ben Amram (upon whom may be the best of regard). Therefore, as
 can be seen from several passages chosen from his writings, and from the writings of our crowned poet, our lord Moses
 Ben Amram received the Torah in one roll containing all the ordinances, commandments, and prohibitions, all the news
 and teachings, which are attributed to have come from God, and which therefore are true and righteous, not liable to
 addition or detraction, with plain characters inscribed in the very material of the roll with the color of fire, as we read in
 Deuteronomy,---


 "From his right hand they have a fire of law. Blessed art thou, O Israel. Blessed art thou, for what thy Jehovah has
 granted to thee, for the high station to which he has raised thee, for the abundance of favors which he has bestowed on
 thee above all others. Thou art the noble race; from thee the world becomes acquainted with virtue and knowledge;
 from thee the wise men receive their wisdom, and their laws are derived from thy laws; from its sea of abundance they
 have drunk; upon it they have relied and to its wisdom they have helped themselves, becoming thereby thy disciples."


 Compare Deut. xxxiii. 3: "They shall bow before thy feet, and receive instruction from thy words"; for thy ennobling
 and thy honor that God spoke in Deut. iv. 6: "Since thy wisdom and prudence is before the eyes of the Gentiles who
 will hear all these commands, they will say, Verily this people is wise and prudent and far-seeing." Continue to read to
 verse 8: "And what people is so great that it has commands and ordinances so just as those found in this law?" Again,
 verses 32, 33: "Ask now of the days that are past, which were before thee, since the day when God created man on
 earth, and from one end of the heaven to the other end of heaven, whether anything has ever been as this great thing, or
 whether there has ever been heard anything like it? Did any people ever hear the voice of God speaking out of the midst
 of fire as thou hast heard, and remain alive?"


 Many similar examples could be multiplied which would make the exposition in this book somewhat lengthy. May God
 make you and us among those who cover us with the cover of righteousness, who put on the cover of righteousness and
 clothe themselves with the robe of purity. We have taken the privilege to explain fully in regard to this matter, that the
 obstinate may be made wise and abandon his way. He is ignorant who belies us by saying that the law did not come
 down from the righteous presence of God in one roll from beginning to end. He ignores the words of God and the
 meaning of his law. It may suffice us to say that even our opponents, such as Haggoyim, testify that no other book came
 as a whole from before the presence of God except the holy Torah. So much is enough to him who is not swayed by his
 lust, who follows truth and receives the divine guidance.


The Most High God is most righteous, and possesses the best knowledge. I pray his forgiveness for all addition and
 subtraction.


 


X. THE TWO STONE TABLETS.


 I have been asked by some, concerning the two stone tablets which were broken, When were they prepared, and what
 happened to the writing after the breaking of the tablets? When were the second tablets placed in the chest? What was
 their size? What Scriptural grounds can be adduced to prove these answers?


 The first two tablets were created by God in the beginning, and some claim that this was done on the third day of the
 creation, according to the high priest Micah. Others say that the two tablets were prepared when they were needed. We
 believe that the first statement is more valid. The writing was engraved upon them like the engraving of a signet ring,
 and was done by the hand of the Almighty. (Compare Ex. xxxi. 18, "written by the fingers of God.") It is said that the
 two tablets were the creation of God, and that their writings were the writings of the Divine Essence, engraved upon the
 two tablets which were handed to the apostle Moses by the chief of the angels, that is by Gabriel, the Archangel, at the
 close of Moses' forty days' fast. Some say that Moses found them before him at his feet at the place wherein he was
 tenting while on the mountain. This statement, I believe, (and I pray God to shield me from mistakes,) is more correct
 than that the Power Divine handed them to him without his seeing anything; for he was standing in darkness listening to
 the address of God coming from the midst of the fire. The writing was plain on either side, and all characters were
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 horizontal in shape, without being connected the one with the other. Each tablet was a cubit and a half in length and in
 breadth, but three fourths of a cubit in height. They fitted the chest wonderfully. The thickness of both of them
 combined equaled two cubits and a half, in accordance with the height of the chest.


 When Moses descended from the mountain and arrived at the outskirts of the encampment, he saw the calf and the
 frolic scene around it (and may such a scene never take place again), and his anger was boundless, and he dashed the
 two tablets to the earth in their presence and broke them. But, before doing so, he showed the people the two tablets,
 their bright likeness and wonderful engraving, declaring to then that God was angry at their deed, and hence they were
 unfit to receive the tablets. At that moment, God (may his name be exalted) caused the writing to disappear, and
 commanded Moses (upon whom be peace) to dash them on the ground. If God had not blotted out his writing from the
 two tablets, it would not have been lawful or possible unto Moses to break them. Thus the same disappeared up to
 heaven by the power of God, and nobody knew what became of them.


 After his second fasting, while he was interceding for this great sin, his prayers having been answered, God
 commanded him to hew unto himself two tablets like unto the first, having the same shape and size. He, therefore,
 following the instruction of God, ascended the mountain and fasted forty days for the third time. And the two tablets
 were taken away from him and engraved by the hand of God, like the first two, with the ten commandments, only
 without addition or subtraction.


 He came down with them on the ninth day of the seventh month, as we have stated already, and placed them in the
 chest which he had purposely prepared for them in his tent. And he placed them beside the holy Torah until the
 tabernacle was erected, when he deposited them in that, which Bezaleel had made, as we read in Exodus, "And he took
 and placed the testimonies in the chest." But the command was given first in Numbers, "And place the testimonies
 which I give thee in the chest." This was confirmed later on in Numbers: "And it was there as Jehovah commanded."


And God possesses the best wisdom.


 


XI. THE TABLETS OF TESTIMONY.


 Why were the two tablets called the tablets of testimony and the tablets of stone? They were called the tablets of
 testimony that they might be a living testimony, written in the correct and original Hebrew language, and containing all
 the Decalogue, against whomever may transgress them or change them or garble them. They were called so also,
 probably, because the children of Israel testified unto themselves to accept them and to act in accordance with all of
 what God spoke in Mount Sinai in their hearing and presence. Compare Exodus: "Whatever God commanded us we
 will obey and do." And that is probably why they were called tablets of stone to indicate that they were solid and of
 hard nature. The meaning, however, is deep, and God only fathoms its secrets.


 


XII. THE TRANSCIPTION OF THE TORAH.


 When was the roll of the law read which was given to our lord Moses Ben Amram, when was it transcribed by his
 noble hand, and when did the children of Israel read the same and learn it, after the death of the apostle?


 When the apostle received from God the holy roll, he placed it in his tent outside of the encampment, and God used to
 speak to him after the fog had encompassed the tent and covered the place where the holy roll was deposited. This was
 done there when consultation concerning the daily affairs of the people was needed. The commandments, however,
 were given to him in the tabernacle, between the two cherubim. The roll remained in its place for forty years. It was
 placed by the side of the chest which Bezaleel had prepared for the two tablets as soon as the tabernacle was erected, as
 we have stated before. During the first of the eleventh month of the fortieth year, Moses began to copy the holy law,
 and deposited two copies which he finished in the first month, one with the Levites, the other with the elders. Compare
 Duet. xxxi. 9: "And Moses wrote this law, and handed it to the priests, the sons of Levi, and to all the elders of Israel."
 And he taught them its content, as we find in the same chapter, verse 19. Some say that that verse refers to all the
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 content of the law; for, at the end of these words, we read: "And after Moses finished writing down the commandments
 of this law in the roll," etc., he commanded the Levites to take the roll that came from God, and place it beside the chest
 of the two tablets. Compare Deut. xxxi. 26: "Take the roll of the Torah, and place it by the side of the chest of the
 covenant of your God, and let it be unto thee a witness."


 The death of our lord Moses took place in the beginning of the twelfth month of the fortieth year, and the children of
 Israel mourned him during that whole month. And on the first day of the first month they left Arabat Moab, and on the
 tenth of the same they crossed the Jordan.


 It is said they crossed the sea on Wednesday, and heard the voice of God on Wednesday, and crossed the Jordan on
 Wednesday. And unto God belongs all wisdom and power.


 


XIII. THE JORDAN.


 If any one should ask, What is the Jordan? Answer, It is the river of the Torah.


 They celebrated the Passover after they crossed the Jordan, and on the second day of the feast of Passover manna
 disappeared, and they ate from the products of the land and made therefrom unleavened bread. Then they began their
 seven years' war against the enemy, and on the seventh month of the seventh year they conquered their enemies
 entirely, and were rested, and erected the tabernacle on Mount Gerizim, which is the chosen place of the dwelling of the
 Most High God. They built the stone altar in accordance with the command of God, and offered due sacrifice, and
 fasted during the great day of sin covering, and celebrated the Feast of Tabernacles. On that day the high priest Eleazar
 Ben Aaron began to read the law to the people from the copy handed to them by Moses, the apostle of God, written by
 his noble hand, as we see in Deut. xv. 1, "At the end of seven years," in the first year of rest, when the children of Israel
 shall celebrate the feast and appear before the Lord they God in the place which he chose, shalt thou read before them
 this Torah in the hearing of the children of Israel. He began its reading on the feast day, and on the seventh day it was
 finished. It is said that he used to read to them some book each day.


 He would stand on a high place, and would raise his voice so the whole people could hear his words and understand the
 meaning, and the import of the Torah,- what was to them pure and what was impure, the verses that were intended for
 men and those that were intended for women, all that God commanded that they should do and perform. Compare
 Num. xxxi. 12: "Gather ye the people, men and women, and the children and the neighbors and the strangers," that they
 may hear and be instructed. Some learned men say that, on account of the large number of people and the large space
 occupied by their tents, the high priest could not make himself understood to the farthest as well as the nearest to him,
 and therefore he used to adopt two plans: either to gather them in separate numbers and read to each; or to read to the
 chiefs of the people, the men of understanding, and have them instruct the rest. And God knows best.


 It is said that whenever seven years would pass, when the year of rest would take place, the high priest used to enter the
 tabernacle on the day of Sin Covering to burn incense. He would return, and with him he would have the roll of the
 Torah. And would read it to the people of Israel, according to one of the above plans during one of the seven days of
 the feast of Tabernacles. He would keep the roll throughout that whole year, for the people used to be scattered after
 their plowing and planting, tree-pruning, and the rest of their work. The scribes would present themselves before the
 high priest and examine the writing of the roll, the placement of characters, and the true spelling. During the second
 year, on the day of Sin Covering, he would return the roll to its place. Some learned men, however, say that the roll was
 never removed from its place in the tabernacle. It was only the roll that was written by the hand of Moses that was
 taken out and shown to the people, which is quite correct. And God knows best the truth.


 


XIV. THE SHINING OF MOSES' FACE.


 I was asked by some, concerning the face of our lord Moses Ben Amram when it was bright and shone with light,
 When did it happen, and how did he use to deal with the people when he used to read them the words of God?
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 After the three forty days' fastings, light darted out from him with dazzling effulgence, outwardly and inwardly, and his
 noble face shone. This was one of the greatest wonders that he performed; for the one who keeps up fasting becomes
 feeble, he loses his strength, and the energy upon his face is lost. It was the contrary in his case; for, in spite of the long
 fasting, he shone with divine light, through the favor of God. This is implied in the saying of God in Ex. xxxiv. 10:
 "With thee I will do wonders again, which have never before been performed in all the earth, and before all men, and in
 all nations,"- meaning that none of the jewels of the earth will ever compare in brightness with this light with which he
 shone. He added "and in all nations," meaning that there has never been any man among all the peoples of the earth
 who had ever come near possessing the same.


 Verse 11 reads: "And all the people of which thou art will see that the work which the Lord thy God will so thee is
 wonderful," meaning that this wonder will be seen by the people without their being conscious of it. For we read in Ex.
 xxxiv. 39: "And Moses knew not that the skin of his face began to shine while he was speaking with him." And when
 he descended from the mountain, the children of Israel, with his brother Aaron, saw him while his face was brighter
 than the light of the sun. And they were dazzled with his look, and were afraid to approach him, as we read in verse 30,
 "they were afraid to approach him," although he knew nothing about the condition of his face, for he was like other
 men, and unable to see his own face. Calling them to draw near, he was informed of what they saw. Therefore he made
 for himself a face veil, in order that the people might behold him (may the peace of God be upon him). So then,
 whenever he addressed them, he would uncover his face, and would speak with them the words of God; and when he
 was through his address they would not be able to behold him. Whenever he went into the presence of God he unveiled
 himself, but when he addressed the people he put on the veil. And God knows best.


 I was asked by some, concerning Ex. xxiv. 10, "And they saw the God of Israel, and there was under his feet as it were
 a paved work of sapphire stone, as clear as the cloudless heaven," What did they see? They saw indeed our lord Gabriel
 the Archangel, the servant of the glorious God. To interpret the word Elohim as God would be gross ignorance, for God
 has neither member nor claw, because in the same verse we read: "under his feet." For God (who is exalted) is not seen,
 and cannot be likened to anything. Compare Ex. xxxiii. 20: "For no man shall see me and live."


 The word Elohim has different interpretations. It may be applied just as the words Rabbi and Adonai to several titled
 persons, such as the governor, sultan, etc., the number of which may render this treatise long. Therefore what they saw
 was not God, but Gabriel, as we have said. He was standing on a platform in the guise of a column as pure as a jewel,
 and very transparent, as we read in xxxiv. 10, "having the transparency of heaven in clearness. Our lord Gabriel was in
 the service of Hakkabod (Glory), whose look was like the very consuming fire. Compare Ex. xxiv. 17, "And the
 appearance of the glory of God was like the very consuming fire on the top of the mountain in the presence of the
 children of Israel."


 At this time they were commanded what we read in Ex. xxiv. 1: "And he said to Moses, Come up thou and Aaron, and
 Nadab, and Abihu, and seventy of the elders of Israel, and worship from afar." It is said also, Let Moses and Aaron and
 Nadeb and Abihu and Ithamar come. And they saw the Lord of Israel while they were at the base of the mountain, but
 the people observed the light from the encampment, as we read in the same chapter, "in the presence of the children of
 Israel." This was on a different day from that of the day of the address before the Decalogue, for there we read in Ex.
 xix. 21: "Hurry down and warn this people, lest they be emboldened to see Jehovah." He also warned him to declare
 unto the people, even unto the priests, not to approach the mountain. He commanded them to consecrate themselves lest
 the chief angel should strike them. Compare verse 22: "And let the priests also, that come near unto Jehovah, sanctify
 themselves, lest the angel of Jehovah strike them down"; and that is why we read in xxix. 11: "And upon the nobles of
 the children of Israel he laid not his hand," which means that they, with the exception of the apostles, did not embolden
 themselves, and did not approach without receiving a command, and did not commit any evil thing without being struck
 by the Lord. But they were favored with strength and power from on high, when they saw the chief archangel in that
 wonderful sea.


 They returned safely and with gladness, eating and drinking. Compare Ex. xxiv. 11: "And they saw the angel of the
 Lord, and they ate and drank." Moses, however, did not receive the address which was all made in the presence of the
 people of Israel.


 And I pray God for forgiveness for any addition or subtraction. This is what my tired mind and sickly understanding
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 could discover. And God possesses the best knowledge.


 


XV.             THE WATER AT REPHIDIM.


 To the question, What happened in Rephidim of miracles, on account of the lack of water, and its appearance through
 Moses? My answer here follows.


 Before the war with the Amalekites they encamped in Rephidim and were very thirsty, as, when they encamped there,
 they found no water. They quarreled with the apostle Moses (upon whom be peace), and told him: "Arise, and give us
 water, that we may drink, together with our children and babes and cattle." But the apostle told them: "Why quarrel ye
 with me, and tempt Jehovah?" They let him alone; but, on account of their parching thirst, they returned unto him, and
 said: "Did you intend to bring us out of Egypt that we might perish of thirst? If we ourselves were guilty, and did not
 deserve to be given water, the children and the cattle, in what have they sinned, that they should die of thirst?" The
 apostle, knowing that they were to strike him down, cried to God for help, and the answer was immediate: "Pass before
 the people, and be not afraid, and take with thee some of the elders of Israel."


 This was done that they might behold the wonder, and not in company with the people; for the place from which he
 caused the water to gush forth was far away, and all the people could not behold it. And Jehovah knew that there was
 no good in their coming to it to behold it. The place was Horeb. In verse 6 it reads, "Behold, I," meaning that the angel
 will stand in a pillar of cloud in the place which he was to strike.


 Arriving, the apostle, in company with the elders, smote the rock with his well-known staff; and behold the water in
 abundance flowing out of it, which formed a large river. This river is the one alluded to in Deut. ix. 21, "I have cast its
 dust in the river which flowed from the mountain." It divided into two branches, one branch toward Rephidim and the
 other toward the wilderness of Sinai, of which they drank during their stay in the wilderness. That place was called
 Meribah in Ex. xvii. 7: "And he called the name of the place Massah Meribah." The first word, Masseh, refers to their
 tempting God, as we read in xxii. 2; and this was due to their great ignorance, lack of faith and trust in the presence of
 God, and in his power to overcome their hunger and their thirst. Verse 7 proves this; for in it we are told that they said:
 "Is God among us, or not?" This was prohibited by God, as we read in Deut. vi. 16: "Ye shall not tempt Jehovah your
 God, as ye tempted him in Massah." The word "Meribah" refers to the quarrel which they had with the apostle. But God
 knows best.


 


XVI. THE BATTLE WITH THE AMALEKITES.


 As to the question of the Amalekites' battle and the reason why the Amalekites came from a far country to fight them in
 that place, we may answer, that this took place for several reasons: First, that God might remind them of what they had
 committed in past sins, when they desired water and tempted him, quarreling with his apostle, that they might reform
 and repent. Second, when the king of the Amalekites heard of the arrival of the children of Israel, and feared lest they
 would attack his land on account of his courage and his strength of character and his God-offending pride, he sought to
 fight them in the wilderness easier than it would be possible for him had they been in a nearly settled country, thereby
 showing to the rest of the nations his audacity and boldness. Therefore God sentenced him to perdition, as we read in
 Num. xxi. 20: "The first of the nations is Amalek, but its end is perdition."


 


XVII. THE REASON FOR NOT DESTROYING THE AMALEKITES EARLIER.


 Should one ask, Why did not God destroy, as he was able, the Amalekites before they fought the children of Israel? We
 answer, God was surely able to do so, but he allowed this to help him, that it might be an example and reminder, like
 the affair of Pharaoh, together with the miracles that took place to his advantage and to that of his people: that the
 children of Israel might know the great favor of God in destroying this Amalek, who was a giant, and greater than he
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 God had never before created; and that they might know the art of war and tactics and courage, so that, when Sihon and
 Og and the rest should come against them, they would fight without fear.


 Again, the coming of this great giant with his Amalekites was for the purpose of destroying all those who complained
 and quarreled with out lord Moses in connection with the water. Compare xvii. 11. As to the real battle, Moses gave its
 conduct to Joshua Ben Nun because he was sure of his courage, and that the apostle Moses might stay on the mountain
 interceding and praying for success. Of this our lord Moses had informed his disciple Joshua, saying to him, that what
 he would do would take place on the marrow. At that time, therefore, he ascended the mountain in company with Aaron
 and Hur, who was the grandfather of Bezaleel, who built the tabernacle.


 One stood on his right and the other on his left, while the apostle stood interceding and praying, with his hands raised
 towards heaven towards the holy place, and his staff in his hand. Verse 12 tells us that his hands became tired; and
 therefore Aaron and Hur supported them, for he was higher than they, as they placed under him a stone, and he sat on
 it: "But Moses' hands were heavy; and they took a stone, and put under him, and he sat thereon."


 Now if some ask, Why did the apostle not keep his hands raised, since he knew that in raising them Israel had victory,
 and in lowering them Amalek had it? Why did he not keep his hands raised until all the Amalekites had perished? The
 answer is, that this was done in accordance with the command of God when he ordered that others should lower them,
 that beholders may know the high station he had before God. They, no less than the whole nation, had need to know.
 This took place, according to what we have kept in our memory, on Friday.


 


The Standing of the Sun.


 The battle did not cease at the end of the day. Therefore the sun stopped for a sufficient time to allow Joshua a complete
 victory over the Amalekites before sunset. Amalek and the people who followed him must be killed before the coming
 in of the Sabbath, for at the sunset the Sabbath would begin, and Israel would be bound in with its conditions, and could
 not continue to fight. This we have taken from the book attributed to him and know as the book of Joshua. And God
 knows all these things best.


 However, we could infer this from Ex. xvii. 12, for we read: "And his hands were kept steady until the going down of
 the sun." This was due, probably, to what we know of the same verse and the preceding one. When Amalek and his
 people were destroyed, God commanded Moses to write down the record of this battle in a roll, and to read it in the
 hearing of Joshua, that he and the people might know that God blotted out the name and the mention of the Amalekites
 from under the entire heaven, that the people might recover their courage, as they had been terribly afraid, since the
 giant had come from a very far place to fight them boldly. Then the apostle built in that place an altar, and sacrificed
 thank offerings to God for his health, and called the place "Jehovah is my standard," meaning "O Jehovah, thou art my
 high mark. To thee I direct myself in the time of need, as men direct themselves to the standard of the king wherein his
 camp is in the time of need." Some learned men claim that the name was not called Nessij, but Ness, without the ij,
 meaning that this altar was to be a standard of a sign to Israel whereby the nations should know what God had done for
 them in delivering them from Amalek. Therefore it was called Hanness, meaning the standard of the sign. Some say it
 is derived from Hannoseh, which is the name given to the angel who is occupied with the affairs of Israel, and this is
 the interpretation of our most devout and chiefest of poets, our lord Phinehas, in the words to be spoken on the great
 day of great fasting, and those of his son our lord Abishah. Among the secret properties of this name one is it contains
 the exact numerical value of the period our lord Moses lived- 120 years. NeSeh=120.


 The apostle closed his words with the saying, "The hand is upon the throne of Jehovah. (He has sworn) there will be a
 war for Jehovah with Amalek from generation to generation." Some explain the last two words forever and ever. This
 was done so that Joshua might not be carried off with his strength and courage because he destroyed Amalek, but that
 he might remember his ability was from God, that he might be humble and attribute nothing to himself. From the word
 Kessah we have now what we call "the verse of the throne," for the word means "throne." And God possesses the best
 knowledge.


 Any one that desires to learn further, let him read what our learned men have written upon the Sabbath of Amalek. This
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 is all that my sickly intelligence and weak mind has discovered, and we will some day return to God.


 


XVIII. THE TIME OF JETHRO'S VISIT.


 A question concerning the story of Jethro: When did he come to his son-in-law? Was it while he was in Rephidim or
 after? According to the Torah, he arrived at Rephidim before Israel went to Mount Sinai; but we cannot be led with the
 order, for the words of the Torah may imply the time either before or after. We believe, however, that it is more correct
 to hold that his visit was on Mount Sinai. Compare Ex. xviii. 5: "And Jethro, the father-in-law of Moses, came with his
 sons and his wife to the wilderness where he was encamped, at the mount of God." These words are clear enough, and
 need no more explanation. According to the commentaries written by that most excellent doctor of blessed memory,
 Sadakah, his visit to Mount Sinai was in the second year after the erection of the tabernacle. We can prove that from the
 words given in the fifth book i.6: "Jehovah our God spoke to us in Horeb, saying, ye have dwelt long enough in this
 mountain. Turn and take your journey," etc. Then in the next passage, beginning with verse 9: "And I spake unto you at
 that time, saying, I am not able to bear you alone myself," etc.


 Read the following verses, where he informs us that he established "chiefs of thousands and of hundreds," referring to
 what Jethro his father-in-law had advised him. Thus we know that it was before their departure from Mount Sinai this
 new arrangement was done. It was due to Jethro, who gave the advice the very morning of the day when he arrived at
 where the apostle was, as we read in Ex. xviii. 13. This passage is the greatest proof to us that Jethro arrived in the
 beginning of the second year of the departure of the Israelites from Egypt, after the erection of the tabernacle. Therefore
 no attention should be paid to the suggestion that his visit took place before their entrance into the wilderness of Sinai,
 for we read in Ex. xviii. 27: "And Moses sent his father-in-law, who went to his home." Again, we know the departure
 of Jethro to his land took place during the time when they were about to leave Mount Sinai, as we read in Num. x. 29:
 "And Moses said to Jethro, the son of Hobab the Midianite, his father-in-law, We are about to leave." And he asked him
 to go with them; but he refused, saying, "No, I cannot go, but I shall go to my land and to my kindred." And this is an
 additional and plain testimony to our position.


 


Why Both Hobab and Jethro?


 If one asks, Why was he called here Hobab when his name was Jethro? We will say, The name Hobab means "loving,"
 and was given to him by the apostle Moses. Compare deut. xxxiii. 3, af hobeb ammim, "he loveth (is lover of) the
 people." He loved piety, and offered sacrifices of thanks to God for his great favors to Israel, for delivering them from
 Egypt. Read Ex. xviii. 10-12: "Blessed be Jehovah, who delivered you from the hand of the Egyptians, and from that of
 Pharaoh,...and Jethro, Moses' father-in-law, took a burnt-offering and sacrifices for God." To those who assert that
 Jethro took place while he was high priest of Midian, but his people continued in their heathenish way, and he left
 them, believing in God and in his oneness. That is why the people lost their respect for him, and his daughters were
 driven away, and not allowed by the shepherds to water their sheep; for it was but right that his sheep should have been
 given the right of way first and allowed to drink, for Jethro was the high priest. Were it not for his conversion, Moses
 would not have entered into his family by marrying one of his daughters.


 The words of Jethro, Attah yadaty, "Now I know," imply only a declaration, but nothing reflecting on his former belief.
 Having heard of the deeds of God's power and greatness, he renewed his belief in him and his greatness by saying,
 "God is greater than all the gods."


 If one should say, Why was not the account of the visit postponed, and recorded at its own place? We would reply in
 two ways: First, as it was God's plan to record ordinances and occurrences, some anticipating others, and as the account
 of Jethro's visit was short, he recorded it here. Second, God may have recorded Jethro's visit in chapter xviii., in order
 that it might be read immediately after the account of the battle with Amalek, that Jethro's superiority and nobility of
 character might be the more noticed. He was related to Amalek, being the son of Reuel and a descendant of Esau; and
 Amalek, we know, was the son of Eliphaz, a descendent of Esau. The latter came to do evil to Israel, but the former
 came to do good; and that is what prompted Moses to call him Hobab, or "lover," and to be pleased with his counsel,
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 which he obeyed. He therefore asked what may be read in Num. x. 31-32. A like example and precedent may be found
 in Genesis, where the account of Judah is given in the story of Joseph, and where it is said that when Judah saw the
 harlot woman, he went to her, but as to Joseph, when the harlot saw him she sought him, but he ran away from her, and
 the difference and superiority of the one over the other may be well marked out. Enough. The best knowledge is that of
 God.


 The most learned and wise doctor, Jacob Ben Isaak, the physician of Askelon, says, in his book called "The
 Commentaries of Ordinances," that Jethro made two visits to his son-in-law; first, in company with Moses' wife and
 two children; and last with the intention of settling down with him and entering into his religion and fulfilling the
 ordinances, together with all those who moved with him of his children and neighbors, thereby becoming like the
 Israelites, with the same rights and privileges. It is said that the children of Jethro received a portion of the promised
 land in preference to the rest of the Gentiles, who were converted to our religion. God alone, however, is infallible.


 


XIX. THE SONS OF MOSES.


 To the question, whether the children of Moses, with their mother, returned with Jethro or remained with Moses, I
 answer, The wife of Moses, or the mother of the children, remained with the apostle without ever being known by him,
 as we know from Num. xii. 1: "And Miriam and Aaron spake against Moses on account of the beautiful woman whom
 he had taken." This Ishah, or "woman," was exactly the same Zeborah, and not, as the Jews pretend, that the apostle
 Moses took a Cushite woman as a wife, -Kusheet, that is " a black woman." May God fight them for this imputation on
 the Apostle! The fact is that the apostle Moses did never remarry, not to say that he had married a black woman, a
 marriage that was quite prohibited, and the Israelites were absolutely forbidden to approach such women. The
 qualifying word is Kasheet, which means "beautiful," and not Kusheet, as the Jews had it, meaning "black," thereby
 reversing the meaning of the passage[1].


 For the apostle, after conversing with God in the burning bush, did never know a woman; and we will prove this in
 another place, if the Lord wills. As to the children, according to our lord high priest Jacob, in his book entitled
 "Pleasure Hours," they returned with Jethro; but the apostle, fearing they might go astray after his death, in accordance
 with what he said in Deut. xxxi.39, wrote them a copy of the Torah, and handed it to them, and sent them in company
 with their grandfather Jethro. They, however, did not return to their former place, but in company with a party of
 people, who were to see to the fulfillment of the Torah and its commands, went towards the east, and their descendants
 are still living; but they had a nomadic life, like the Arabs, dwelling in their hair tents. The writer of the aforesaid book
 says that their descendants will live unto the end, in their obedience to God. When Moses bade his children good-by,
 the writer says, he uttered the following words: "Peace be to you, O Gershom and Eliezer!" This was a covenant of
 peace, a guarantee from all dangers, and it would not be possible that their race be cut off to the end of the world. Only
 Jehovah had concelled them and set them afar, that none may know their whereabouts until he permits it. And God
 knows best!


 


XX. THE HEIR OF AN ADULTRESS.


 Question: Should a man take to himself a woman as his wife he discovers afterwards to have violated her purity, and
 who is adjudged to be killed; if she is killed, who will be her heir?


 Her heir will be the high priest who adjudges her to death. None else, whether he be a relative or neighbor, or even her
 husband, can inherit the least thing from her. This can be inferred from Num. v. 5-8: "When a man or a woman commit
 any sin...if the person have no kinsman to whom restitution may be made for the guilt, such restitution that is made unto
 Jehovah for guilt must be the priest's." The writer of this answer compares it with the case of the inheritance of the
 daughters of Zelophehad, who would not have inherited their father, unless it were for the fact that he did rebel against
 God, for they said: "He was not among them that gathered themselves against Jehovah in the company of Korah: but he
 died in his own sin" (Num. xxvii.3). His sin resulted from his work on the Sabbath: on that day he was discovered
 felling wood, which was not rebellion, and therefore his daughters deserved to inherit him. The unbeliever or
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 rebellious, according to our learned men, can neither inherit nor be inherited. It is said that in such a case as we have
 already mentioned, the money advanced, or whatever was promised to the woman by the husband before the marriage
 to be paid by him after the marriage, even if it were advanced to her previous to the discovery of her guilt, the same
 forms a part of her inheritance, and he can lay no claim to it. And God knows the unknown.


 


XXI. THE FACE OF LABAN.


 Why is it that in Gen. xxxi.2, "And Jacob saw the face of Laban, and, behold, they were not Eynam as before," the
 plural form is used? The reading Eynam refers surely as well to the children of Laban.[2] For the first verse reads, "And
 he heard the words of Laban's sons, saying, Jacob hath taken away all that was our father's." Thus Eynam refers to them
 as well as to their father. Our lord Jacob discovered the inner change of Laban from that of his face; for nothing he
 concealed within himself but leaked through the features of his face and the utterances of his tongue. The countenance
 of man is the mirror of his soul. Some say that the sharp sight of the believer unveils the inner soul. But God knows
 best.


 


 


 


XXII. CONCERNING OATHS.


 How can you harmonize the command of the Decalogue, "Do not pronounce the name of Jehovah thy God in vain," and
 the one, "Do not swear falsely in my name," with "His words he shall not unbind or break"? Answer: The command
 given in Deut. v. 11, meaning, "Thou shalt not raise," etc., really does not mean to prohibit something the carrying of
 which is sinful, nor the raising or lifting of an object from one place to another; but the command means simply, "Do
 not pronounce" the name of the Most High in false utterances, just as we have the same words Lo tish-sha in the
 prohibitive command Lo tish-sha shoma shaw, meaning, "Do not pronounce or raise a false report"- avoid spreading
 reports of the veracity of which you are not sure. Our learned men have divided oaths under three heads.


 First. The prohibited oath of falsehood, as meaning "Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor," and "Thou
 shalt not bear vain or untruthful witness."


 Second. The prohibited oath for selling or buying commodities either without weight or measure, but by mere
 guesswork.


 Third. The prohibited oaths which are made for no purpose whatever, and nothing is affirmed or denied thereby. From
 the command "Thou shalt not swear falsely in my name," we may infer that an oath may be either obligatory, or lawful,
 or vicious. The first is the right of the one accused of crime but without evidence. The oath is to be made in the court
 before the judge, for Jehovah said, "In my name thou shalt swear"; also, "The oath of Jehovah shall be between them."
 The lawful oath is that which binds a man to performance if the act be lawful; as, refraining from eating, drinking,
 fasting, and wearing costly apparels, etc. The oath is such cases is binding, and must be carried out. The vicious oath is
 that which is made falsely, coupling the name of the Most High God with things unlikely or false, and thereby
 dishonoring him. Compare "Ye shall not swear falsely in my name, and thus profane the name of God. I am Jehovah."


 The punishment of such a transgression must be meted out with death. The transgressor profanes the name God by such
 an oath, made in any other tongue. As to Lev. v. 2, it means that the swearer rashly must be bound to his oath, if sin is
 not to be committed; but if his oath is due to causes which render him unconscious of his oath, such as drinking, he is
 not responsible; if conscious, he is quite responsible and must carry out his obligation. Then God said, "He shall not
 break his word; he shall do according to all that which proceeded out of his mouth."


 Our learned men have written with great zeal concerning the import of "Thou shalt not pronounce the name of Jehovah
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 they God falsely." Of the many allusions this passage contains, one is to the hypocrite, who shows piety to the world,
 but who is secretly attached to his sins and to a life of immorality, a slave to his passions, and therefore his connection
 with God is groundless, and the pronunciation of God's name is in vain, and untrue to his conviction. Therefore God
 said: "For Jehovah will not hold him guiltless, who pronounces his name falsely." Clear! The man whose conduct is so
 characterized is more afraid of the creature than of the Creator, and cannot be guiltless before God, for his false oath.
 Every word God as given in the revealed Torah through our lord Moses (upon whom be peace) possesses several
 allusions which are to be applied in their proper places. This is enough for the man who lays aside his prejudice, and is
 willing to receive guidance and act piously. In all such things let God be the final judge, and let the sentence he utters
 be carried out. This is all which a tired mind and sickly intelligence could discover. But the Most High knows best what
 is ideally right.


 


XXIII. THE INHERITANCE OF A WOMAN WHO MARRIES OUTSIDE THE TRIBE.


 If a man should die leaving behind him wealth, such as land, etc., but no male heir who may legally inherit him; if he
 should be survived by daughters, married in families other than his and outside of the tribe, what should be done with
 the wealth of the defunct? Have the daughters any rightful claim on them or not? What would follow? The answer
 (praise be to God only) is as follows. The daughters who are the only offspring of their parents should marry their
 cousins of their tribe, if they desire valid claim to their shares, in order that the inheritance may continue to be theirs.
 Remember that the daughters of Zelophehad, when their request was granted, were conditioned to marry in the tribe of
 their father; for the inheritance should never pass from one tribe to another. Our predecessors (may God be pleased with
 them) said, and their saying must be obeyed, that even if the daughter who has inherited from her father should desire
 to marry a man outside of her tribe she would be disinherited, and others worthier than she, who belong to the tribe,
 would receive the inheritance. This statement is absolute, and liable to no modification. The land of the defunct should
 not be transferred to his daughters who are his only heirs, but who have married into another tribe. The inheritance of
 their father must remain intact; another tribe in not to enjoy its use. It must be preserved and carefully guarded until
 God's purpose is made manifest relative to the daughters of the defunct. Should their husbands die, they are entitled to
 the inheritance; should they die, the inheritance becomes the property of the House of God, if there is none that may
 have a legal claim to it. Cf. Num. v. 8, "And if there is no kinsman to the man that restitution may be made to him for
 the guilt, the restitution that is made for the guilt unto Jehovah shall belong to the priest." The restitution to the priest is
 made as if to the House of God. This is according to our understanding of the law and to the exact interpretation of our
 learned men. But the Most High God knows best the exact truth. Verily he knows the unknown.


 


XXIV. THE USE OF RENNET.


 Some of my people asked me concerning the use made by our predecessors of the rennet of the suckling kid, in order to
 make cheese, by placing it in milk, and the continuance of this custom until the attention of the humble writer was
 called to it, resulting in its abolition; and since then we have not discovered any using it. As to the use of the rennet by
 our people, I may say it is surely a great vice which our people introduced inadvertently. They had either taken it from
 the Jews, or had been deceived into adopting it by some indifferent believers in the days of Benutan. Nobody seemed to
 have spoken against the practice, as it is evident many generations had come and passed without the least attention
 having been called to it.


 If one should ask, How could this have taken place during all this time and period, the length of which is unknown, and
 none of the former learned and able men had ever attempted to oppose and prohibit the practice? For an answer, I can
 only say that God, in his divine foreknowledge, knew that doubtless some faults would be unknowingly committed by
 his hosts, and their eyes could not discover them, and therefore, he said in Lev. iv. 13: "And if the whole congregation
 of Israel shall err, and a certain thing be hid from the eyes of the assembly." Otherwise no need of this passage would
 have been found. No guilt is therefore to be laid on us, or on those who preceded us, for this practice; for it was due to a
 general inadvertence. Behold how careful we are in our use of meat in connection with milk or milk in connection with
 meat. Should a vessel have the least trace of flesh or milk; should it not even be very clean, and then any of the two
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 substances, flesh or milk, be placed in it, it becomes, according to us, Tamay, that is, "defiled." Even if the salt that
 touched the meat be used with milk, the same state of pollution would follow, and we could not use the milk.


 The rennet is, in reality, one of the portions of the sheep or kid that belongs to the priest, and should be immediately
 delivered to him, and no delay made: for it is Kadosh, "holy." Since it contains milk, and the butcher removes it and
 cuts it while both knife and hands are stained with flesh and blood, it becomes binding to us to have nothing to do with
 its use as food, if we are to be faithful to our tradition and practices. I, therefore, in order to keep my religious duties,
 have put its use under the ban. Its eating is neither necessary nor binding, and we have neither command nor law to that
 effect; but we use it as we use butter and fat and the like. It is unlike the unleavened bread and the sacrifices of the
 Passover which must be eaten. We must not defile our souls by a doubtful thing which we can easily do. God said, "Do
 not defile your souls," and "Ye shall be holy to God," etc. This is sufficient.


To obey is safest, and God knows best.


 


XXV.         THE ABRIDGMENT BY LAYMEN OF THE AUTHORITY


OF THE PRIESTHOOD.


 A few men of the laity protested that they should be "associates" of the Scribes in giving judgments and supervising the
 estates of the priesthood. Can there be any attention paid to them, and have they any right to their claim? If what they
 claim is vain, please give them a confuting reply, and convict them strongly of their vicious pretensions; and may the
 kind giver reward you!


 The answer: The noble Torah gives the children of Levi complete authority over all the estates or offerings of the
 temple. None else can have any hand in these matters. Thus said God in Num. xviii. 1: "And Jehovah said to Aaron,
 Thou and thy sons and thy fathers' house with thee shall bear the iniquity of the sanctuary. And thou and thy sons with
 thee shall bear the iniquity of your priesthood. And thy brethren also, the line of Levi, the tribe of thy father, draw them
 near with thee, that they will be responsible as he was." God foreknew that the descendants of Aaron are the children of
 Levi. Again, we are plainly told that in whatever matter not indicated by the law, the decision of the priests, the sons of
 Levi, should prevail, and could not be modified unless by some legal reasons. Read Deut. xviii. 8: "If there be
 concealed from thee a matter in judging, as between blood and blood, between plea and plea, or stroke and stroke,
 matters of controversy...arise, and go up to the place, which Jehovah thy God has chosen, to the Levite priests." Their
 decision is binding, as we read in verse 10: "according to the decision they shall tell thee thou shalt do; thou shalt not
 turn aside from the sentence they shall show thee, neither to the right nor to the left." The same is affirmed in those
 things set apart fro God: "Then the priest shall value it, whether it be good or bad; as the priest shall value it, so it shall
 stand" (Lev. xxvii. 14).


 In addition, I must say that, from Scriptural inferences, the high priest of the people must have his due honor. None
 should injure his name or measure up himself beyond him, as one may do with others. His people should pay him their
 respects and esteem, and should not look at him as any of their ordinary fellow citizens. Distinction and preference
 should be given all his people, for it is apparent to all intelligent people that not every man of any grade could be made
 into a high priest, lest his practices humiliate him and keep him aloof, lest God be displeased and his worship be vain;
 this especially given with reference to the Levites, who are, as the righteous Lord has said, the chosen persons for
 priesthood, prayer, blessing, and divine judgments. Compare Deut. xviii. 5: "For Jehovah thy God has chosen him out
 of all thy tribes, that he may stand to serve in the name of Jehovah, he and his sons all the days." This means that they
 were chosen from ancient days to be honored and respected.


 I have found, also, that the Levite must not be discarded and others followed: "Beware of the discarding the Levite the
 length of thy days on earth" (Deut. xii. 19). It is in connection with the tribe of Levi that the apostle Moses made the
 prayer found in Deut. xxxiii. 11, that its prayers may be heard, and blessings may be bestowed; that its enemies may be
 crushed, as "O Jehovah, bless his strength, and be pleased with the words of his hands." A warning is given that the
 Levite may not be opposed, as we read in the same verse: "But break through the lions of those that rebel against him
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 and hate him." The learned Hasam Assoory of Tyrus explains these words as follows: He who harbors any evil thing or
 hatred against this tribe, Jehovah will smite him with great calamities, and his plans will fail; for the prayers or curses
 of the Levites shoot through faster than very arrows. As to the words "Break through the lions of the opposers and
 haters," they mean that he who would plan to do such things is only a darer, who is unaware of his conditions, and is
 like the man who drinks poison to try it. To impress the people with dire consequences of such an attempt, he says,
 "Who could oppose him?" Therefore, I believe that it is not lawful to depart at any time from their given decisions and
 pleasures, nor is it lawful to call a halt to them through reasons of expediency, on merely mental grounds- for they have
 been long before empowered by the declarations of the Torah, and it is not to be imagined that the decisions of others
 are applicable to them unless there is against them a legal plea. And God knows best.


 Now I ask you readers of this my epistle to explain to me the exact meaning of the words of Jehovah in Deut. xix. 14,
 "Thou shalt not remove the landmarks of thy neighbors which the ancients have set up." What meaning do you put on
 the word Reeshoneem, "first ones," "ancient ones"? God has affirmed this command with strong terms, for he said,
 "Cursed be the man who changes the landmarks of his neighbor."


 Pray, inform me, also, concerning the meaning of the words, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. I am God." How
 contrary to this command do we act! How we do hate each other, and how we do backbite each other! To these things is
 due our downfall and utter relapse. So much is sufficient.


 And, as for the rest, though it is unknown to me, and I understand not even the boundaries of that I know not, it is
 definite in the mind of God, and he knows all. Amen.


 


 WRITTEN ON THE 29TH DAY OF SHEWAL, CORRESPONDING TO THE 21ST OF NOVEMBER OF THE
 ARABIC YEAR 1325 (1907), BY THE HUMBLE AUTHOR JACOB, THE PRIEST OF THE SAMARITAN
 PEOPLE IN NABLOUS.


[1] The Samaritans read this word Kash-sheet, and derive it from a verb meaning "to grow fat, plump, and beautiful."


[2] The Hebrew form is probably a later correction. It is Eynennoo,- "it was not."


Next: Some Account of the Ancient Samaritans
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Shavuot


The Giving of the Torah
The Order of Events According to Rashi


Matan Torah
According to Rashi


Prepared by Rabbi G. Rubin


The chain of events surrounding the giving of the Torah is very difficult to follow, because, according to Rashi's 
understanding, the verses are not arranged chronologically, and a number of jumps must be made in order to reconstruct 
the sequence of events. The difficulties begin with the fifth aliya of Yisro (the sequence of events surrounding Yisro himself 
is a separate issue), and continue until the end of Ki Siso.


The following outline should help to understand the order of events: 


1. On Rosh Chodesh Sivan the Jews arrive at the wilderness of Sinai. (19:1; cf. Rashi).
2. Early the following morning, the 2nd of Sivan, Moshe goes up Mt. Sinai for the first time. He is instructed to offer 


the Jews the opportunity of accepting the Torah, and of becoming a holy people. (19:3-6).
3. That same day Moshe descends and assembles the elders and passes on the message. The entire people respond in 


unison that whatever HaShem says, they will do. (19:7-8).
4. On the morning of the 3rd of Sivan Moshe again ascends the mountain to bring the people's response to HaShem. 


(19:8; cf. Rashi).
5. On this occasion he is told that on the day of Matan Torah HaShem will speak to him (i.e. to Moshe alone) from the 


midst of a thick cloud. The people will bear witness to this event, and this will establish the authenticity of Moshe's 
prophecy forever. (19:9; according to Lavush Ora, but see Gur Aryeh for a different understanding).


6. `Moshe's descent, as well as his subsequent conversation with the people is not described in the verses, but is 
inferred by Rashi from HaShem's response in verse 10 (see paragraph 8 below). The people seem to have protested 
against hearing Matan Torah second hand from Moshe, and insisted on hearing it from HaShem directly. (Rashi 
19:9).


7. On the 4th of Sivan Moshe returns to the mountain to bring the people's request to HaShem. (The latter half of 
19:9).


8. During this same encounter, HaShem informs Moshe that if the people insist on hearing for themselves, they must 
purify themselves on the 4th and 5th in order to receive the Torah on the 6th. In addition, Moshe is to instruct the 
people how close they may approach the mountain during the revelation, and for how long the restriction is to last. 
(19:10-13; cf. Rashi).


9. This is the same conversation with HaShem that is mentioned in Parashas Mishpatim (24:1-2; cf. Rashi ad loc), 
where Moshe is told that he, Aharon, Nadav, Avihu, and the elders are all to ascend on the day of the revelation, 
but that only Moshe will approach the cloud.


10. Still on the 4th of Sivan, Moshe descends, and informs the people of the command to purify themselves on these 
days. According to Rabbi Yose, Moshe interpreted days mentioned in paragraph 8 as two complete days in addition 
to the 4th, the delaying Matan Torah until the 7th of Sivan. (19:14-15; cf. Rashi and Shabbos 87a).


11. This is the same conversation with the people described in Mishpatim, when Moshe reminds the people of the 
Seven Noachide Laws, and the laws received at Mara. The people agree to keep all of HaShem's commandments. 
Moshe writes down all of the Torah from Bereishis until this point. (24:3-4; cf. Rashi).


12. On the 5th of Sivan Moshe builds an altar at the base of the mountain. Offerings are made. Moshe reads the book 
he has written to the people, who respond, "We will do and we will hear." The blood of the sacrifices is sprinkled 
on the altar on behalf of the people. (24:4-8; Rashi ad loc. and cf. Rashi 19:11).
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13. On the 6th of Sivan, or the 7th according to Rabbi Yose, Moshe leads the people to the base of the mountain. We 
are informed, parenthetically, that during Matan Torah the people are destined to hear only two commandments 
directly. As for the others, Moshe will speak and HaShem will amplify his voice. (19:16-19; Rashi).


14. HaShem reveals his throne upon the mountain and summons Moshe. Moshe is told to warn the people again not to 
approach the mountain. Moshe protests that the people have already been warned. HaShem tells him that he must 
do so nevertheless. Then he is to return to the mountain. Aharon and the first born, who are the priests at this point, 
are to approach, each according to his level. (19:20-24: Rashi).


15. Moshe descends and passes on the information. (19:25).
16. Moshe's return to the mountain, together with Aharon, Nadav, Avihu and the elders, is described in Mishpatim 


(24:9). This is the assent foretold above, paragraph 9. During Matan Torah, Nadav, Avihu and the elders gaze 
inappropriately. Their punishment is postponed until another occasion, in order not to detract from Matan Torah. 
(24:10-11; Rashi).


17. Matan Torah itself, the pronouncement of the 10 Statements, is in Yisro. All of the 10 were said in a single word, 
then HaShem repeated and explained each one individually. (20:1-14; Rashi).


18. The people heard the first two explained, but then were overwhelmed and requested that Moshe hear the rest and 
relay them to the people. (20:15-17; Rashi ad loc. and cf. Rashi 19:19).


19. At this point the people back off. Moshe alone enters into the thick cloud (20:18), just as HaShem had said would 
happen (see paragraph 5). (Moshe's descent after hearing the 10 Statements is not described in the text).


20. After Matan Torah, Moshe is commanded to approach HaShem, and to remain with him to receive the stone 
tablets. Moshe ascends, accompanied part way by his disciple, Yehoshua. Aharon and Chur are left in charge. 
(24:12-14).


21. At this point, six days are mentioned, during which the cloud is present on the mountain, before Moshe is invited to 
enter. Rashi brings two opinions: a) These are the previous six days, the seventh being the day the 10 Statements 
were pronounced, after which he is invited to enter the cloud. Or b) These Six days begin after Matan Torah, and 
comprise the first six days out of the forty. (24:15-18; Rashi).


22. This ascent takes place on the 7th of Sivan. (Rashi 32:1). Moshe remains on the mountain for 40 days and nights. 
(24:18).


23. During these 40 days Moshe receives the laws commanded at the end of Yisro and the bulk of Mishpatim. (20:19 
until 23:33; see Rashi on 31:18).


24. The end of the 40 days is described in Ki Sisa. When he is finished speaking, HaShem gives Moshe the tablets. 
(31:18).


25. On the 16th of Tammuz the people come to the mistaken conclusion that Moshe is overdue. The Golden Calf is 
made. Aharon declares a festival to HaShem for the next day. (32:1-5; Rashi).


26. They get up early on the morning of the 17th of Tammuz to worship the Calf (32:6).
27. HaShem tells Moshe to descend because of the Calf. Moshe descends. When he sees the Calf he casts down the 


tablets and breaks them. He grinds up the Calf and makes the people drink it. The Levites are ordered to kill the 
idolaters. (32:7-29).


28. On the 18th of Tammuz Moshe ascends the mountain to seek atonement for the people (according to Rashi, 
Shemos 18:13 and Devarim 9:18, although in Shemos 33:11 he says that Moshe came down on the 17th of 
Tammuz, burnt the Calf on the 18th and went back up on the 19th, see Gur Aryeh for an explanation). HaShem
tells Moshe that from now on the Shechina will not be with them. (Shemos 32:31 until 33:3)


29. Moshe descends on the 29th of Av (Rashi, Devarim 9:18). He informs the people that the Shechina will not be with 
them. The people mourn. (Shemos 33:4-6, Rashi).


30. We are informed that from the time of the sin of the Calf, Moshe has moved his tent out of the camp (33:7-11). 
There in his tent Moshe now pleads with HaShem that the Shechina should go with them. HaShem agrees. Moshe 
asks to see HaShem's glory, and HaShem agrees. Moshe is instructed to carve two new tablets, and to prepare to 
return to the mountain the next morning. (33:12 until 34:3).


31. On Rosh Chodesh Elul Moshe once more ascends the mountain. (Rashi Shemos 33:11 and Devarim 9:18) He is 
instructed in the 13 Attributes of Mercy, and warned that we must not make covenants with the Canaanites, but we 
must shatter their altars. (34:4-17)


32. Rashi informs us that during this third period on the mountain the building of the tabernacle was commanded 
(Rashi 31:18), but he does not specify at what point. Perhaps he would place parshios Truma, Tetzavei and the 
beginning of Ki Sisa (25:1 until 31:17), between 34:17 and 34:18. Thus the discussion of what to do to the 
Canaanite altars (leading up to 34:17) would be followed by the instructions for making a tabernacle and altar for 
HaShem. And the discussion of Shabbos in verses 31:12-17, would be followed by the discussion of the festivals 
(the usual association), 34:18-26.


33. In verse 34:27 Moshe is informed which parts of the Torah may be written down and which may not (Rashi). He 
remains on the mountain for forty days and nights, as he did before, by the end of which HaShem has rewritten the 
Ten Commandments on the tablets that Moshe has carved (see Rashi to 34:1). He descends with the second tablets 
on Yom Kippur, his face glowing with "rays of splendor". (34:29-35; Rashi).
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 Ancient Egyptian didactic literature: The


 admonitions of Ipuwer


 Printout
   For best results save the whole
 webpage (pictures included) onto
 your hard disk, open the page with
 Word 97 or higher, edit if necessary
 and print. 
   Printing using the browser's print
 function is not recommended. 


The admonitions of Ipuwer
     It is impossible to give a date for the composition of this document.
 The surviving papyrus (Papyrus Leiden 334) itself is a copy made
 during the New Kingdom. Ipuwer is generally supposed to have lived
 during the Middle Kingdom or the Second Intermediate Period, and the
 catastrophes he bewails to have taken place four centuries earlier during
 the First Intermediate Period.
     On the other hand, Miriam Lichtheim, following S. Luria, contends
 that


 the 'Admonitions of Ipuwer' has not only no bearing
 whatever on the long past First Intermediate Period, it also
 does not derive from any other historical situation. It is the
 last, fullest, most exaggerated and hence least successful,
 composition on the theme "order versus chaos."


M. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, Volume I, p.150


     Fringe historians often compare the content of this papyrus with
 Exodus, the second book of the Bible [1]. Similarities between Egyptian
 texts and the Bible are easily found, and it is reasonable to assume
 Egyptian influence on the Hebrews, given their at times close contacts.
 But to conclude from such parallelisms that the Ipuwer Papyrus
 describes Egypt at the time of the Exodus, requires a leap of faith not
 everybody is willing to make.


 Lacunae in the papyrus text are marked by [...].


  


I


 [. .] The door [keepers] say: "Let
 us go and plunder." 
 The confectioners [. . .]. 
 The washerman refuses to carry his
 load [. . .] 
 The bird [catchers] have drawn up
 in line of battle [. . . the
 inhabitants] of the Delta carry
 shields. 
 The brewers [. . .] sad. 
 A man regards his son as his
 enemy. Confusion [. . .] another.
 Come and conquer; judge [. . .]
 what was ordained for you in the
 time of Horus, in the age [of the


 the Nile overflows, yet none plough for
 it: The collapse of the Old Kingdom
 civilisation is generally attributed to a
 repeated failure of the Nile to inundate
 the flood plain. A few consecutive crop
 failures can result in many subsequent
 years of suffering, as all the grain that is
 grown and which is to serve as seed, will
 be consumed as food.
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 Ennead . . .]. The virtuous man
 goes in mourning because of what
 has happened in the land [. . .] goes
 [. . .] the tribes of the desert have
 become Egyptians everywhere. 
 Indeed, the face is pale; [. . .] what
 the ancestors foretold has arrived
 at [fruition . . .] the land is full of
 confederates, and a man goes to
 plough with his shield. 
 Indeed, the meek say: ["He who is .
 . . of] face is as a well-born man." 
 Indeed, [the face] is pale; the
 bowman is ready, wrongdoing is
 everywhere, and there is no man of
 yesterday. 
 Indeed, the plunderer [. . .]
 everywhere, and the servant takes
 what he finds. 
 Indeed, the Nile overflows, yet none
 plough for it. Everyone says: "We
 do not know what will happen
 throughout the land." 
 Indeed, the women are barren and
 none conceive. Khnum fashions
 (men) no more because of the
 condition of the land.


 


 


II


 Indeed, poor men have become
 owners of wealth, and he who could
 not make sandals for himself is now
 a possessor of riches. 
 Indeed, men's slaves, their hearts
 are sad, and magistrates do not
 fraternize with their people when
 they shout. 
 Indeed, [hearts] are violent,
 pestilence is throughout the land,
 blood is everywhere, death is not
 lacking, and the mummy-cloth
 speaks even before one comes near
 it. 
 Indeed, many dead are buried in
 the river; the stream is a sepulcher
 and the place of embalmment has
 become a stream. 
 Indeed, noblemen are in distress,
 while the poor man is full of joy.
 Every town says: "Let us suppress
 the powerful among us." 


 sad: Lichtheim: greedy
Let us suppress the powerful among


 us: John A.Wilson: Let us banish many
 from us. Lichtheim: Let us expel our
 rulers.
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 Indeed, men are like ibises. Squalor
 is throughout the land, and there
 are none indeed whose clothes are
 white in these times. 
 Indeed, the land turns around as
 does a potter's wheel; the robber is
 a possessor of riches and [the rich
 man is become] a plunderer. 
 Indeed, trusty servants are [. . .];
 the poor man [complains]: "How
 terrible! What am I to do?" 
Indeed, the river is blood, yet men
 drink of it. Men shrink from human
 beings and thirst after water.
 Indeed, gates, columns and walls
 are burnt up, while the hall of the
 palace stands firm and endures. 
 Indeed, the ship of [the
 southerners] has broken up; towns
 are destroyed and Upper Egypt has
 become an empty waste.
 Indeed, crocodiles [are glutted]
 with the fish they have taken, for
 men go to them of their own
 accord; it is the destruction of the
 land. Men say: "Do not walk here;
 behold, it is a net." Behold, men
 tread [the water] like fishes, and
 the frightened man cannot
 distinguish it because of terror. 
 Indeed, men are few, and he who
 places his brother in the ground is
 everywhere. When the wise man
 speaks, [he flees without delay]. 
 Indeed, the well-born man [. . .]
 through lack of recognition, and the
 child of his lady has become the son
 of his maidservant.


 Ibis
Indeed, the river is blood, yet men


 drink of it. Men shrink from human
 beings and thirst after water: Why really,
 the River is blood. If one drinks of it, one
 rejects (it) as human and thirsts for water.
 (Wilson)


gates, columns and walls are burnt up:
 doors, columns, and floor planks are
 burned up (Wilson)


crocodiles [are glutted] with the fish
 they have taken, for men go to them of
 their own accord: crocodiles [sink] down
 because of what they have carried off,
 (for) men go to them of their own accord.
 (Wilson)


When the wise man speaks, [he flees
 without delay]: Lichtheim: "The word of
 the wise has fled without delay".


 


III


 Indeed, the desert is throughout the
 land, the nomes are laid waste, and
 barbarians from abroad have come
 to Egypt. 
 Indeed, men arrive [. . .] and


 barbarians : Lichtheim: Foreign
 bowmen. Egyptians saw themselves as
 the pinnacle of creation: their land was
 The Land, their people were The People.
 In this their attitude was similar to that of
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 indeed, there are no Egyptians
 anywhere. 
 Indeed, gold and lapis lazuli, silver
 and turquoise, carnelian and
 amethyst, Ibhet-stone and [. . .] are
 strung on the necks of
 maidservants. Good things are
 throughout the land, (yet)
 housewives say: "Oh that we had
 something to eat!" 
 Indeed, [. . .] noblewomen. Their
 bodies are in sad plight by reason
 of their rags, and their hearts sink
 when greeting [one another].
 Indeed, chests of ebony are broken
 up, and precious ssnDm-wood is
 cleft asunder in beds [. . .]. 
 Indeed, the builders [of pyramids
 have become] cultivators, and those
 who were in the sacred bark are
 now yoked [to it]. None shall
 indeed sail northward to Byblos
 today; what shall we do for cedar
 trees for our mummies, and with the
 produce of which priests are buried
 and with the oil of which [chiefs]
 are embalmed as far as Keftiu?
 They come no more; gold is lacking
 [. . .] and materials for every kind
 of craft have come to an end. The [.
 . .] of the palace is despoiled. How
 often do people of the oases come
 with their festival spices, mats, and
 skins, with fresh rdmt-plants,
 grease of birds . . . ? 
 Indeed, Elephantine and Thinis [...]
 of Upper Egypt, (but) without
 paying taxes owing to civil strife.
 Lacking are grain, charcoal, irtyw-
fruit, m'w-wood, nwt-wood, and
 brushwood. The work of craftsmen
 and [. . .] are the profit of the
 palace. To what purpose is a
 treasury without its revenues?
 Happy indeed is the heart of the
 king when truth comes to him! And
 every foreign land [comes]! That is
 our fate and that is our happiness!
 What can we do about it? All is
 ruin! 
 Indeed, laughter is perished and is
 [no longer] made; it is groaning
 that is throughout the land, mingled
 with complaints.


 


 other ancient (and not so ancient)
 peoples.


from abroad have come to Egypt:
 Times of weak central power opened
 opportunities for foreigners to infiltrate
 the country in even larger numbers than
 ordinarily: The Nubian Medjay during
 the First Intermediate Period, the Hyksos
 during the Second. Still, they probably
 numbered in the thousands rather than in
 the hundred thousands.


Egyptians: people (Wilson)
lapis lazuli: Much coveted blue stone,


 imported from Asia.
Byblos: This city on the Lebanese


 coast supplied cedar wood to the
 Egyptians since the Old Kingdom at
 least.


Keftiu: Often identified as Crete.
The work of craftsmen and [. . .] are


 the profit of the palace: Lichtheim: The
 output of craftsmen is lacking ---


truth: Lichtheim: gifts
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IV


 Indeed, every dead person is as a
 well-born man. Those who were
 Egyptians [have become]
 foreigners and are thrust aside. 
 Indeed, hair [has fallen out] for
 everybody, and the man of rank can
 no longer be distinguished from
 him who is nobody. 
 Indeed, [. . .] because of noise;
 noise is not [. . .] in years of noise,
 and there is no end [of] noise. 
 Indeed, great and small [say]: "I
 wish I might die." Little children
 say: "He should not have caused
 [me] to live." 
 Indeed, the children of princes are
 dashed against walls, and the
 children of the neck are laid out on
 the high ground. 
 Indeed, those who were in the place
 of embalmment are laid out on the
 high ground, and the secrets of the
 embalmers are thrown down
 because of it. 
 Indeed, that has perished which
 yesterday was seen, and the land is
 left over to its weakness like the
 cutting of flax.
 Indeed, the Delta in its entirety will
 not be hidden, and Lower Egypt
 puts trust in trodden roads. What
 can one do? No [. . .] exist
 anywhere, and men say: "Perdition
 to the secret place!" Behold, it is in
 the hands of those who do not know
 it like those who know it. The desert
 dwellers are skilled in the crafts of
 the Delta. 
 Indeed, citizens are put to the corn-
rubbers, and those who used to don
 fine linen are beaten with . . . Those
 who used never to see the day have
 gone out unhindered; those who
 were on their husbands' beds, let
 them lie on rafts. I say: "It is too
 heavy for me," concerning rafts
 bearing myrrh. Load them with
 vessels filled with [. . . Let] them
 know the palanquin. As for the


 


 Indeed, every dead person is as a
 well-born man. Those who were
 Egyptians [have become] foreigners and
 are thrust aside.: Lichtheim: Those who
 were people are strangers whom one
 shows the way.


...the children of the neck (i.e. holding
 onto the neck of the carrying grown-up):
 The (once) prayed-for children (Wilson)


on the high ground: burial ground
 above the flood plain. 


were in the place of embalmment:
 Lichtheim: were entombed 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 


crafts: work (Wilson)
corn-rubbers: Lichtheim: grindstones
rafts: Lichtheim: Boards
Load them with vessels filled with [. . .


 Let] them know the palanquin.:
 Lichtheim: She is loaded down with jars
 filled with ---. [No longer] does she know
 the palanquin, 


trees are felled and branches are
 stripped off: the wholesale destruction of
 trees causes serious fuel problems, as
 witnessed nowadays in the Sahel region
 of sub-saharan Africa
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 butler, he is ruined. There are no
 remedies for it; noblewomen suffer
 like maidservants, minstrels are at
 the looms within the weaving-
rooms, and what they sing to the
 Songstress-goddess is mourning.
 Talkers [. . .] corn-rubbers.
 Indeed, all female slaves are free
 with their tongues, and when their
 mistress speaks, it is irksome to the
 maidservants. 
 Indeed, trees are felled and
 branches are stripped off.
 


V


 I have separated him and his
 household slaves, and men will say
 when they hear it: "Cakes are
 lacking for most children; there is
 no food [. . .]. What is the taste of it
 like today?" 
 Indeed, magnates are hungry and
 perishing, followers are followed [.
 . .] because of complaints. 
 Indeed, the hot-tempered man says:
 "If I knew where God is, then I
 would serve Him." 
 Indeed, [Right] pervades the land
 in name, but what men do in
 trusting to it is Wrong. 
 Indeed, runners are fighting over
 the spoil [of ] the robber, and all
 his property is carried off. 
 Indeed, all animals, their hearts
 weep; cattle moan because of the
 state of the land. 
 Indeed, the children of princes are
 dashed against walls, and the
 children of the neck are laid out on
 the high ground. Khnum groans
 because of his weariness.
 Indeed, terror kills; the frightened
 man opposes what is done against
 your enemies. Moreover, the few
 are pleased, while the rest are . . .
 Is it by following the crocodile and
 cleaving it asunder? Is it by slaying
 the lion roasted on the fire? [Is it]
 by sprinkling for Ptah and taking [.
 . .]? Why do you give to him? There
 is no reaching him. It is misery


 


 I have separated him and his
 household slaves: Lichtheim: And the
 servant abandons his household


Cakes are lacking for most children:
 Lichtheim: Gone is the gain of
 abundance of children.


If I knew where God is, then I would
 serve Him: implying that he doesn't do so
 now.


runners are fighting over the spoil [of ]
 the robber: Lichtheim: one runs and
 fights for the goods [of a man]. He is
 robbed;


the ways are [. . .], the roads are
 watched: the ways [are not] guarded
 roads (Wilson)
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 which you give to him. 
 Indeed, slaves . . . throughout the
 land, and the strong man sends to
 everyone; a man strikes his
 maternal brother. What is it that
 has been done? I speak to a ruined
 man. 
 Indeed, the ways are [. . .], the
 roads are watched; men sit in the
 bushes until the benighted traveler
 comes in order to plunder his
 burden, and what is upon him is
 taken away. He is belabored with
 blows of a stick and murdered. 
 Indeed, that has perished which
 yesterday was seen, and the land is
 left over to its weakness like the
 cutting of flax, commoners coming
 and going in dissolution [. . .].
 


VI


 Would that there were an end of
 men, without conception, without
 birth! Then would the land be quiet
 from noise and tumult be no more. 
 Indeed, [men eat] herbage and
 wash [it] down with water; neither
 fruit nor herbage can be found [for]
 the birds, and [. . .] is taken away
 from the mouth of the pig. No face
 is bright which you have [. . .] for
 me through hunger. 
 Indeed, everywhere barley has
 perished and men are stripped of
 clothes, spice, and oil; everyone
 says: "There is none." The
 storehouse is empty and its keeper
 is stretched on the ground; a happy
 state of affairs! . . .
 Would that I had raised my voice at
 that moment, that it might have
 saved me from the pain in which I
 am. 
 Indeed, the private council-
chamber, its writings are taken
 away and the mysteries which were
 [in it] are laid bare. 
 Indeed, magic spells are divulged;
 smw- and shnw-spells are
 frustrated because they are


 spice, and oil: Lichtheim: Unanointed
 with oil


the private council-chamber, its
 writings are taken away and the
 mysteries which were [in it] are laid bare
 the writings of the augurs enclosure are
 read. The place of secrets which was (so
 formerly) is (now) laid bare (Wilson)


magic spells are divulged: Anybody
 who knew magic spells could use them,
 though overuse seems to have made them
 ineffective. (Magic has always shunned
 the light of day and becomes ineffectual
 when scrutinized with a critical mind.
 Strangely, this has never prevented
 people from believing in it).


smw- and shnw spells: Go-spells and
 Enfold-spells (Wilson)


because they are remembered:
 Lichtheim: through being repeated 


 the corn of Egypt is common property:
 Wilson: The grain-sustenance of Egypt is
 (now) a come-and-get-it.
Corn in the ancient Egyptian context
 refers to wheat and/or barley. The storage
 of surplus grain and its redistribution was
 one of the corner stones of the Egyptian
 economy. Egypt was not a welfare state,
 distributing free grain.



http://www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/religion/magic.htm
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 remembered by men. 
 Indeed, public offices are opened
 and their inventories are taken
 away; the serf has become an
 owner of serfs. 
 Indeed, [scribes] are killed and
 their writings are taken away. Woe
 is me because of the misery of this
 time! 
 Indeed, the writings of the scribes
 of the cadaster are destroyed, and
 the corn of Egypt is common
 property. 
 Indeed, the laws of the council
 chamber are thrown out; indeed,
 men walk on them in public places,
 and poor men break them up in the
 streets. 
 Indeed, the poor man has attained
 to the state of the Nine Gods, and
 the erstwhile procedure of the
 House of the Thirty is divulged. 
 Indeed, the great council-chamber
 is a popular resort, and poor men
 come and go to the Great
 Mansions. 
 Indeed, the children of magnates
 are ejected into the streets; the wise
 man agrees and the fool says "no,"
 and it is pleasing in the sight of him
 who knows nothing about it. 
 Indeed, those who were in the place
 of embalmment are laid out on the
 high ground, and the secrets of the
 embalmers are thrown down
 because of it.


 


has attained to the state of: Lichtheim:
 comes to the place 


Nine Gods: The ennead, the totality of
 the gods of a locality, not necessarily
 amounting to exactly nine gods.


House of Thirty: Tribunal, cf. Hail
 Eater of entrails who came forth from the
 House of Thirty, I have not committed
 perjury. from the Book of the Dead
 transl. by Allen and Faulkner


the children of magnates are ejected
 into the streets: Lichtheim: there is much
 hatred in the streets


 


VII


 Behold, the fire has gone up on
 high, and its burning goes forth
 against the enemies of the land. 
 Behold, things have been done
 which have not happened for a long
 time past; the king has been
 deposed by the rabble. 
 Behold, he who was buried as a
 falcon [is devoid] of biers, and
 what the pyramid concealed has
 become empty. 
 Behold, it has befallen that the land
 has been deprived of the kingship


 deposed by the rabble: Lichtheim:
 robbed by beggars


Falcon: the pharaoh, son of Horus
pyramid: pyramids were built from the


 third dynasty to the Middle Kingdom.
lawless men: Lichtheim: people who


 ignore custom. Essentially, Egyptian law
 was customary law.


Uraeus: The snake symbol of the ruler,
 worn on pharaonic headdresses.


the [. . .] of Re: Lichtheim: Stolen] is
 the crown of Re


Serpent: Wilson: (guardian-)serpent



http://www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/law_and_order/index.html#law
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 by a few lawless men. 
 Behold, men have fallen into
 rebellion against the Uraeus, the [.
 . .] of Re, even she who makes the
 Two Lands content. 
 Behold, the secret of the land whose
 limits were unknown is divulged,
 and the Residence is thrown down
 in a moment. 
 Behold, Egypt is fallen to pouring
 of water, and he who poured water
 on the ground has carried off the
 strong man in misery.
 Behold, the Serpent is taken from
 its hole, and the secrets of the Kings
 of Upper and Lower Egypt are
 divulged. 
 Behold, the Residence is afraid
 because of want, and [men go
 about] unopposed to stir up strife. 
 Behold, the land has knotted itself
 up with confederacies, and the
 coward takes the brave man's
 property. 
 Behold, the Serpent [. . .] the dead:
 he who could not make a
 sarcophagus for himself is now the
 possessor of a tomb. 
 Behold, the possessors of tombs are
 ejected on to the high ground, while
 he who could not make a coffin for
 himself is now [the possessor] of a
 treasury. 
 Behold, this has happened [to]
 men; he who could not build a
 room for himself is now a possessor
 of walls. 
 Behold, the magistrates of the land
 are driven out throughout the land:
 [. . .] are driven out from the
 palaces.


 


he who could not build a room for
 himself is now a possessor of walls:
 Lichtheim: He who did not build a hut is
 an owner of coffers.


 Behold, noble ladies are now on
 rafts, and magnates are in the labor
 establishment, while he who could
 not sleep even on walls is now the
 possessor of a bed.
 Behold, the possessor of wealth
 now spends the night thirsty, while
 he who once begged his dregs for
 himself is now the possessor of
 overflowing bowls. 
 Behold, the possessors of robes are
 now in rags, while he who could not


 Behold, noble ladies are now on rafts,
 and magnates are in the labor
 establishment, while he who could not
 sleep even on walls is now the possessor
 of a bed: Wilson: Behold, nobles' ladies
 are (now) gleaners, and nobles are in the
 workhouse. (But) he who never (even)
 slept on a plank is (now) the owner of a
 bed.
Bedsteads were expensive furniture. Most
 people would have slept on the floor.


shade: Lichtheim: shelter
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 weave for himself is now a
 possessor of fine linen. 
 Behold, he who could not build a
 boat for himself is now the
 possessor of a fleet; their erstwhile
 owner looks at them, but they are
 not his. 
 Behold, he who had no shade is
 now the possessor of shade, while
 the erstwhile possessors of shade
 are now in the full blast of the
 storm. 
 Behold, he who was ignorant of the
 lyre is now the possessor of a harp,
 while he who never sang for himself
 now vaunts the Songstress-goddess.
 
 Behold, those who possessed
 vessel-stands of copper [. . .] not
 one of the jars thereof has been
 adorned.


 


Songstress-goddess: goddess of music
 (Wilson)


vessel-stands: Most vessels had
 rounded bottoms and were placed on
 circular vessel-stands to prevent them
 from falling over. Lichtheim:offering-
tables


Limestone pot stand, 12th dynasty.


Source: Petrie Museum website


 


VIII


 Behold, he who slept wifeless
 through want [finds] riches, while
 he whom he never saw stands
 making dole. 
 Behold, he who had no property is
 now a possessor of wealth, and the
 magnate praises him. 
 Behold, the poor of the land have
 become rich, and the [erstwhile
 owner] of property is one who has
 nothing. 
 Behold, serving-men have become
 masters of butlers, and he who was
 once a messenger now sends
 someone else. 
 Behold, he who had no loaf is now
 the owner of a barn, and his
 storehouse is provided with the
 goods of another. 
 Behold, he whose hair is fallen out
 and who had no oil has now
 become the possessors of jars of
 sweet myrrh. 
 Behold, she who had no box is now
 the owner of a coffer, and she who
 had to look at her face in the water
 is now the owner of a mirror. 
 Behold, [. . .]. 


 


 wifeless through want: Founding a
 household, which seems to have been
 almost synonymous with getting married
 required a modicum of wealth.


riches: Lichtheim: noblewoman
the poor of the land have become rich:


 In reality the poor do not become rich
 during social upheaval.


serving-men: Lichtheim: cooks



http://www.petrie.ucl.ac.uk/
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 Behold, a man is happy eating his
 food. Consume your goods in
 gladness and unhindered, for it is
 good for a man to eat his food; God
 commands it for him whom He has
 favored [. . .]. 
 [Behold, he who did not know] his
 god now offers to him with incense
 of another [who is] not known [to
 him]. 
 [Behold,] great ladies, once
 possessors of riches, now give their
 children for beds. 
 Behold, a man [to whom is given] a
 noble lady as wife, her father
 protects him, and he who has not [.
 . .] killing him. 
 Behold, the children of magistrates
 are [ . . . the calves] of cattle [are
 given over] to the plunderers.
 Behold, priests transgress with the
 cattle of the poor [. . .]. 
 Behold, he who could not slaughter
 for himself now slaughters bulls,
 and he who did not know how to
 carve now sees [. . .]. 
 Behold, priests transgress with
 geese, which are given [to] the
 gods instead of oxen. 
 Behold, maidservants [. . .] offer
 ducks; noblewomen [. . .]. 
 Behold, noblewomen flee; the
 overseers of [. . .] and their
 [children] are cast down through
 fear of death. 
 [Behold,] the chiefs of the land flee;
 there is no purpose for them
 because of want. The lord of [. . .].


 


 priests transgress with the cattle of the
 poor [. . .].: Lichtheim: the serfs eat beef,
 The paupers ------ 


priests transgress: Lichtheim: serfs eat
geese, which are given [to] the gods


 instead of oxen: Shortchanging and
 stealing from the gods was a mortal sin. I
 have not purloined offerings (Negative
 confessions)


 


IX


 [Behold,] those who once owned
 beds are now on the ground, while
 he who once slept in squalor now
 lays out a skin-mat for himself. 
 Behold, noblewomen go hungry,
 while the priests are sated with
 what has been prepared for them. 
 Behold, no offices are in their right
 place, like a herd running at
 random without a herdsman. 


 priests: king's men (Wilson)
everyone fetches for himself those that


 are branded with his name: Wilson:
 Every man takes for himself and brands
 (them) with his name.



http://www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/negative_confessions/index.html

http://www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/negative_confessions/index.html
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 Behold, cattle stray and there is
 none to collect them, but everyone
 fetches for himself those that are
 branded with his name. 
 Behold, a man is slain beside his
 brother, who runs away and
 abandons him to save his own skin. 
 Behold, he who had no yoke of oxen
 is now the owner of a herd, and he
 who could find for himself no
 ploughman is now the owner of
 cattle. 
 Behold, he who had no grain is now
 the owner of granaries, and he who
 had to fetch loan-corn for himself is
 now one who issues it. 
 Behold, he who had no dependents
 is now an owner of serfs, and he
 who was [a magnate] now performs
 his own errands. 
 Behold, the strong men of the land,
 the condition of the people is not
 reported [to them]. All is ruin! 
 Behold, no craftsmen work, for the
 enemies of the land have
 impoverished its craftsmen. 
 [Behold, he who once recorded] the
 harvest now knows nothing about it,
 while he who never ploughed [for
 himself is now the owner of corn;
 the reaping] takes place but is not
 reported. The scribe [sits in his
 office], but his hands [are idle] in
 it. 
 Destroyed is [. . .] in that time, and
 a man looks [on his friend as] an
 adversary. The infirm man brings
 coolness [to what is hot . . .] fear [.
 . .. . .]. Poor men [. . . the land] is
 not bright because of it.


 


 


X


 Destroyed is [. . .] their food is
 taken from them [. . . through] fear
 of his terror. The commoner begs [.
 . .] messenger, but not [. . .] time.
 He is captured laden with goods
 and [all his property] is taken
 away. [. . .] men pass by his door [.
 . .] the outside of the wall, a shed,
 and rooms containing falcons. It is
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 the common man who will be
 vigilant, the day having dawned on
 him without his dreading it. Men
 run because of [. . . for] the temple
 of the head, strained through a
 woven cloth within the house. What
 they make are tents, just like the
 desert folk. 
 Destroyed is the doing of that for
 which men are sent by retainers in
 the service of their masters; they
 have no readiness. 
 Behold, they are five men, and they
 say: "Go on the road you know, for
 we have arrived." 
 Lower Egypt weeps; the king's
 storehouse is the common property
 of everyone, and the entire palace
 is without its revenues. To it belong
 emmer and barley, fowl and fish; to
 it belong white cloth and fine linen,
 copper and oil; to it belong carpet
 and mat, [. . .] flowers and wheat-
sheaf and all good revenues . . . If
 the . . . it in the palace were
 delayed, men would be devoid [of . .
 .]. 
 Destroy the enemies of the august
 Residence, splendid of magistrates
 [. . .] in it like [. . .]; indeed, the
 Governor of the City goes
 unescorted. 
 Destroy [the enemies of the august
 Residence,] splendid [. . .].
 [Destroy the enemies of] that
 erstwhile august Residence,
 manifold of laws [. . .]. [Destroy the
 enemies of] that erstwhile august
 [Residence . . .]. 
 Destroy the enemies of that
 erstwhile august Residence [. . .]
 none can stand [. . .]. 
 Destroy the enemies of that
 erstwhile august Residence,
 manifold of offices; indeed [. . .]. 
 Remember to immerse [. . .] him
 who is in pain when he is sick in his
 body; show respect [. . .] because of
 his god that he may guard the
 utterance [. . .] his children who
 are witnesses of the surging of the
 flood.
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XI


 Remember to [. . . . . .]. . . shrine, to
 fumigate with incense and to offer
 water in a jar in the early morning. 
 Remember [to bring] fat r-geese,
 trp-geese, and ducks and to offer
 god's offerings to the gods. 
 Remember to chew natron and to
 prepare white bread; a man
 [should do it] on the day of wetting
 the head. 
 Remember to erect flagstaffs and to
 carve offering stones, the priest
 cleansing the chapels and the
 temple being plastered (white) like
 milk; to make pleasant the odor of
 the horizon and to provide bread-
offerings. 
 Remember to observe regulations,
 to fix dates correctly, and to remove
 him who enters on the priestly
 office in impurity of body, for that is
 doing it wrongfully, it is destruction
 of the heart [. . .] the day which
 precedes eternity, the months [. . .]
 years are known. 
 Remember to slaughter oxen [. . .]. 
 Remember to go forth purged [. . .]
 who calls to you; to put r-geese on
 the fire [. . .] to open the jar [. . .]
 the shore of the waters [. . .] of
 women [. . .] clothing [. . .. . .] to
 give praise . . . in order to appease
 you. 
 [. . .] lack of people; come [. . .] Re
 who commands [. . .] worshipping
 him [. . .] West until [. . .] are
 diminished [. . .]. 
 Behold, why does he seek to fashion
 [men . . .]? The frightened man is
 not distinguished from the violent
 one.


 


 Remember: The things to remember
 are the duties of the priests, first among
 them the pharaoh as High Priest, to their
 gods. In accordance with the magical
 thinking of the day (and which still
 persists among many believers) the
 meticulous fulfilment of duties brings
 with it the favour of the gods and thus the
 well-being of the pious.


ducks: sat-geese (Wilson)
natron: used for cleaning teeth, cf.


 Personal hygiene and cosmetics
horizon: Lichtheim: sanctuary
impurity of body: Priest had to observe


 a number of rules, like removing hair,
 wearing white sandals made of reeds etc.


he: the creator god


 


XII


 He brings coolness upon heat; men
 say: "He is the herdsman of
 mankind, and there is no evil in his
 heart." Though his herds are few,


 herdsman: The metaphor of divine
 herdsman or shepherd is frequently used
 in Egyptian literature.


their nature: The evil in man was



http://www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/timelines/topics/cosmetics.htm
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 yet he spends a day to collect them,
 their hearts being on fire. 
 Would that he had perceived their
 nature in the first generation; then
 he would have imposed obstacles,
 he would have stretched out his arm
 against them, he would have
 destroyed their herds and their
 heritage. Men desire the giving of
 birth, but sadness supervenes, with
 needy people on all sides. So it is,
 and it will not pass away while the
 gods who are in the midst of it exist.
 Seed goes forth into mortal women,
 but none are found on the road. 
 Combat has gone forth, and he who
 should be a redresser of evils is one
 who commits them; neither do men
 act as pilot in their hour of duty.
 Where is he today? Is he asleep?
 Behold, his power is not seen. 
 If we had been fed, I would not
 have found you, I would not have
 been summoned in vain;
 "Aggression against it means pain
 of heart" is a saying on the lips of
 everyone. Today he who is afraid . .
 . a myriad of people; [. . .] did not
 see [. . .] against the enemies of [. .
 .] at his outer chamber; who enter
 the temple [. . .] weeping for him [.
 . .] that one who confounds what he
 has said . . . The land has not fallen
 [. . .] the statues are burned and
 their tombs destroyed [. . .] he sees
 the day of [. . .]. He who could not
 make for himself [. . .] between sky
 and ground is afraid of everybody. 
 . . . if he does it . . . what you dislike
 taking. 
 Authority, knowledge, and truth are
 with you, yet confusion is what you
 set throughout the land, also the
 noise of tumult. Behold, one deals
 harm to another, for men conform
 to what you have commanded. If
 three men travel on the road, they
 are found to be only two, for the
 many kill the few.


 


 either unintentional or it came into being
 shortly after creation.


their herds: Wilson: the seed thereof.
 Re would have destroyed his flawed
 creation had he known at the beginning. 


heritage: Lichtheim: heirs


 


XIII
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 Does a herdsman desire death?
 Then may you command reply to be
 made, because it means that one
 loves, another detests; it means that
 their existences are few
 everywhere; it means that you have
 acted so as to bring those things to
 pass. You have told lies, and the
 land is a weed which destroys men,
 and none can count on life. All
 these years are strife, and a man is
 murdered on his housetop even
 though he was vigilant in his gate
 lodge. Is he brave and saves
 himself? It means he will live. 
 When men send a servant for
 humble folk, he goes on the road
 until he sees the flood; the road is
 washed out and he stands worried.
 What is on him is taken away, he is
 belabored with blows of a stick and
 wrongfully slain. Oh that you could
 taste a little of the misery of it!
 Then you would say [. . .] from
 someone else as a wall, over and
 above [. . .] hot . . . years . . . [. . .]. 
 [It is indeed good] when ships fare
 upstream [. . . . . .] robbing them.
 It is indeed good [. . .]. [It is
 indeed] good when the net is drawn
 in and birds are tied up [. . .]. 
 It is [indeed] good [. . .] dignities
 for them, and the roads are
 passable. 
 It is indeed good when the hands of
 men build pyramids, when ponds
 are dug and plantations of the trees
 of the gods are made. 
 It is indeed good when men are
 drunk; they drink myt and their
 hearts are happy.


 


 that their existences are few:
 Lichtheim: reducing their numbers 


Is he brave and saves himself? It
 means he will live: Lichtheim: . If he is
 brave he may save himself. Such is his
 life! 


net is drawn in and birds are tied up:
 Bird netting was to some a leisure
 activity, to others a necessity.


build pyramids: an activity which had
 completely ceased by the New Kingdom.
  
 
 
 


  


XIV


 It is indeed good when shouting is
 in men's mouths, when the
 magnates of districts stand looking
 on at the shouting in their houses,
 clad in a cloak, cleansed in front
 and well-provided within. 
 It is indeed good when beds are


 well-provided within: firm-bellied
 (Wilson)


The Medjay are pleased with Egypt:
 The Madjoi fortunately are with Egypt.
 (Wilson); The Medjai are content with
 Egypt." (Lichtheim)



http://www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/timelines/topics/fishing_and_hunting.htm#fowling
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 prepared and the headrests of
 magistrates are safely secured.
 Every man's need is satisfied with a
 couch in the shade, and a door is
 now shut on him who once slept in
 the bushes. 
 It is indeed good when fine linen is
 spread out on New Year's Day [. . .]
 on the bank; when fine linen is
 spread out and cloaks are on the
 ground. The overseer of [. . .] the
 trees, the poor [. . .. . .] in their
 midst like Asiatics [. . .]. Men [. . .]
 the state thereof; they have come to
 an end of themselves; none can be
 found to stand up and protect
 themselves [. . .]. 
 Everyone fights for his sister and
 saves his own skin. Is it Nubians?
 Then will we guard ourselves;
 warriors are made many in order to
 ward off foreigners. Is it Libyans?
 Then we will turn away. The
 Medjay are pleased with Egypt.


 


 


XV


 How comes it that every man kills
 his brother? The troops whom we
 marshaled for ourselves have
 turned into foreigners and have
 taken to ravaging. What has come
 to pass through it is informing the
 Asiatics of the state of the land; all
 the desert folk are possessed with
 the fear of it. What the plebs have
 tasted [. . .] without giving Egypt
 over [to] the sand. It is strong [. . .]
 speak about you after years [. . .]
 devastate itself, it is the threshing
 floor which nourishes their houses
 [. . .] to nourish his children [. . .]
 said by the troops [. . . . . .] fish [. .
 .] gum, lotus leaves [. . .] excess of
 food.


 


 foreigners and have taken to
 ravaging: Wilson: barbarians, beginning
 to destroy that from which they took their
 being. Foreigners were seen as agents of
 chaos.


What the plebs have tasted [. . .]
 without giving Egypt over [to] the sand:
 Lichtheim: The experience of the people
 is that they say: "Egypt will not be given
 over <to> sand!" 


  


XVI


 What Ipuwer said when he



http://www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/people/foreigners.htm
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 addressed the Majesty of the Lord
 of All: [. . .] all herds. It means that
 ignorance of it is what is pleasing
 to the heart. You have done what
 was good in their hearts and you
 have nourished the people with it.
 They cover their faces through fear
 of the morrow.
 That is how a man grows old before
 he dies, while his son is a lad of
 understanding; he does not open
 [his] mouth to speak to you, but you
 seize him in the doom of death [. . .]
 weep [. . .] go [. . .] after you, that
 the land may be [. . .] on every side.


 


  


XVII


 If men call to [. . .] weep [. . .]
 them, who break into the tombs and
 burn the statues [. . .] the corpses of
 the nobles [. . .. . .] of directing
 work.


 


 [1] Influenced by the revisionist historians of the second half of the 20th century who
 could not find any archaeological proofs for the historicity of the earlier Bible stories,
 their value as historical records came to be doubted. Before that time most Egyptologists,
 having grown up in the Christian West, accepted these accounts as being, at least in part,
 historically correct.
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